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SUMMARY. CONCLUSIONS &..RECQMMKKDATIWS

This report covers 13 claims in Lots b, 9 and 10, 

Concession I, Collins Township, Sudbury t. in ing division, Ontario. 

They are some 16 air uilee from the town of Chapleau on the C.P.R. 

transcontinental line.

Geologically, they occupy part ol the northeast Hank of 

a metasomatic aureole surrounding an alkaline plug. The rocks grade 

inward on this aureole froza relatively unaltered gneiss to complete 

ly alkalized gneisses (alkalic fenites). These alkalic fenite* have 

an indicated width of altaost a half mile. Evidence to date also in 

dicates they fiiay average O.i&i - G.3% Cb^ and 0.0256 - 0.03X US0Q , 

with some areas up to 0.5ft Cfo^Og and 0.03ft U30y.

It is recoraaended that x-ray drill holes be drilled NE and 

SiV froo the alkalic fenite outcrops at 6/OOS on Line 28W. This is 

for the purpose of further testing these favourable rocks.

It is also recommended that all claims be held for patent 

ing, except possibly 66971 and -74, unless it is definitely proven 

that the columbiuia and uranium cannot be economically extracted from 

these rocks.

INTRODUCTION

The property consists of 13 claims situated wholly or in 

part on land in Lots b , 9 and 10, Concession I, Collins Township, 

Sudbury Mining Division. The claim numbers are S-82916-19, S-82921, 

S-86968-76 and S-68753. The first three claims were staked in Feb 

ruary 1955 to protect the north flank of an aeromagnetic anomaly, and 

the rest of the claims were added in June and August to protect form 

ations believed favourable for colurabiuw and associated minerals.
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The property is accessible by three weans of travel. First, 

it is some 16 miles by plane from Chapleau, Ontario, a town situated 

on the main C.P.R. transcontinental line. Second, the property is 

some 4 miles from the Bigelow Lumber Company roads. These lead north 

from Borden Lake and Devon, which is on the C.P.R. line. Third, it 

is possible to reach Neiaegosenda Lake by canoe from the north or south 

via the Nemegosenda River system.

No evidence was found of previous staking or prospecting. 

Two blazed lines and an inscription on a blaze on the lake shore, 

dated 1951, indicated that timber cruisers had been through the area. 

Dr. R. Bell (Progress Report GSC 1860-2, p. 6c) mapped the shore line 

of Trout Lake (Neiaegosenda Lake), and reported reddish granite, yellow- 

weathering pearlspar, calcspar, light green apatite and light green 

fluospar. Collins Township was subdivided by Rourke (O.L.S.) in 1905.

The claims were mapped by the writers and K. Sargent in the 

summer of 1955. This mapping was done using picket lines spaced at 

400-foot intervals and traversing at 100-foot intervals between these 

lines. All outcrops were checked with the scintillometer and for 

stagnetisQ. In June 1955, J. A. Lonergan (O.L.S.) ran a trial township 

line and established the true township Hoe between Chewett and Collins 

Townships,

PICKET LINE LAYOUT ft BASE MAP CONSTRUCTION

The picket line system was laid out and the base map 

constructed as follows:

Base Line "A" was run in the winter of 1955 in the consider 

ed position of the township line. The hub on the shore line was taken 

as 62/30 East of the west boundary of Chewett Township, and the base
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line picketed accordingly. Lines 60E to 92F. inclusive were cut 

north and south at right angles to this base line. The line 13M 

(13/OON) was run at right angles to L60K. The trial township line 

run by Longergan established the true position of Base Line "A" 

and lines associated with it.

Line O East was turned off at right angles to Lonergan's 

trial township line. The zero point on this line is 0/6E.M;, 1/19'N 

Of his trial 8-9 lot post (iron pin). This OF, line was extended 

north for 2600 feet. At this point, Base Line "E" was turned off at 

right angles and driven west to the shore.

At 0/55.6* West of line OE on B.L. "K", the old lot line 

6-9 was located. This point was called 0/OOW for B.L. "I.". This 

base line extends 29/OOW to the shore line.

Lot line between B and 9 was reopened and extended north 

to the concession line I-I1, where the old lot post and bearing tree 

were located. This concession line wes reopened west to the lake 

(1048 feet).

Lines were turned off B.L. "E" at 400-foot intervals, and 

were tied in with the above concession line and T.L. ION of the Base 

Line "A" system.

In the base map construction, Line O East was considered 

to be exactly at right angles to Lonergau's trial township lino or, 

that is, due north. Lot 6-9 line was established by joining the posi 

tion of its intersection on B.L. "E" (55.5 West of 0/00 Line) with the 

calculated position of the lot post on the established township line. 

This calculated position is 1/19N and 0/65 West of Lonergan 1 * trial 

lot post.
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The distance east-west on T.L. ION was tied to line O West. 

The picket 91/96E on T.L. 13N is 66 ieet east of L6W.

The chainages of north-south picket lines were considered 

correct, which makes the concession line at an angle to the lot line, 

which may or tuay not be so.

TOPOGRAPHY

The south and central portion of these claims is occupied 

by a rather flat plateau, some 80 feet above the lake level. This 

plateau drops abruptly to the lake and also north to an east-west 

stream continuing across the northeast claim. The rock is of a ground 

moraine type, with boulder erratics along the surface and the lakeshore, 

There is a fair scattering of outcrops, but the overburden seems to be 

thick enough to obliterate any detectable basement-rock control for 

the topography. Slash is predominant along the shoreline and inland 

to a distance of 350 feet. Spruce and cedar then arc prevalent for 

the next lOCX) feet inland, where tall poplar and birch then predominate

GEOLOGY

General

Gulf personnel mapping in this area have used the concept 

that H. von If-ckerraann developed in his study of the Alno alkaline intru 

sive in Sweden. That hypothesis considers these plug-like areas of 

alkaline rocks to be essentially derived from a K.^0 carbonate-rich 

R*elt arid its reaction with the acidic country rocks. These claims are 

on the northeast rim of such a plug. A master table of formations has 

been compiled for the area; however, only those rock types found on 

these claims in question are presented here.
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Basically, the rock types are divided into three main groups 

from the centre of the plug outward:

1. alkaline intrusive;

2. contact zone;

3. fenites (tuetasoniatically altered country rock).

They arc then subdivided primarily on their mineralogical composition 

and their position in the metasomatic aureole.

Table of Formations 

Diabase (age unknown) 

A. Alkaline Intrusives

Aj Sovite ~ carbonate dikes.

A0 Pulaskite ~ orthoclase-rich syenite.
fa--

^4a Pyroxenite

A4b Biotite. 

C* Contact Zone - rheomorphic and ultra-fenites

Cc. Intermediate types

C4 Acid. 

F. Fenites

Pj Alkalic Fenites (completely alkalized gneisses)

Fj a Porphyritic Fenites (soda-orthoclase rnetacrysts)

Fji Dark (ferrowagnesian-rich)

F . Red (red hydrated lelspar-rich)
J. C

O Syoriitic Fenites

fcisPar base completely rod or pink hydrated felspar

" " over 50& red or pink hydrateci felspar. 

Fenite (slightly alkalized quartz-f elspar-bidite gneisses 

and hornblende gneisses)

F2b
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Fjj Aegirite augite cadacryst* present.

^3b Aegirite locally replacing quartz, but not in

aetacrysts.

F3c Gneisses little or unaffected by alkalic solutions. 

Description of formations

Fenites

These are the gneisses common to the area that have been 

slightly to totally altered "in situ" by the oetasonatic alkalic 

solutions.

Those on the outer riot of the metasomatic aureole, i.e., 

type F3b , vary froa typical quartz-biotite to quartz-felspar-biotite 

to hornblende and/or euglie-rich gneisses. There is generally tone 

observable evidence that they have been attacked by alkalic solution, 

e.g., green aecjirite-augitc replacing quartz out from cracks, and 

orthoclese-aegirite augite seaws cutting the rocks. These gneisses 

are exposed in the north and east part of the claim group. The out 

crops Just east of claim S-86753 are slightly pink weathering, finely 

gneissic quertz-felspar-biotite gneisses with some evidence of aegirite- 

augite. All the outcrops on Line 4E, just north of base line "E", 

are of a similar type of gneiss except there is nore evidence of 

aegirite being developed and possibly even some hydration of the fels 

pars. The two outcrops just west of 12/OOK on Line 4E are also quartz- 

felspar gneisses, however, with some interbanded hornblende gneiss. 

The outcrops strung from 10/OON on the lot line to 0/50W of 10/50N on 

Line 4W are the sole representatives of a mafic-rich gneiss of horn 

blende, biotite, quartz and magnetite.
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The next fenite horizon mapped is type F^. These rocks 

are recognised by the pronounced development of eegirite-eugite 

me t aery K 11. in a granular grey felspathic and/or quartzitic base. 

A single outcrop is exposed at 0/75W of 7/75S on Line 4W, end is e 

very good example of the rock type.

The next type, f^b' * * similar to type F3Q , except the 

felspathic base has taken on a definite pink to red colour due to 

hydration. The outcrops around 10/OCKV on L24W are mostly of this 

type. These outcrops arc cut by rather numerous aegirite filled 

cracks.

Moving still inward on the metasomatic aureole, the next 

type mapped is F^. This type is similar to the above type, except 

the base consists completely of pink or red hydrated felspars. The 

quartz is now all or largely replaced, and the augite metacryst! are 

still a distinctive and diagnostic feature. The outcrop between 

lines 4W end Otf at IS/DOS is a good type outcrop and the only exposure 

on these cleiias.

The innermost zone of the fenite aureole is called the 

alkalic fenite, type F^. All the original features and minerals of 

the original gneisses are practically destroyed. This is the zone 

of maximum hydration and where recrystallization begins. Alkalic 

Minerals, GS aegirite and orthoclase, predominate with various pro 

portions of carbonates, chlorites, saussurite, sericite and nepheline. 

The only sizable area of these rocks is from 5/OOS to 7/OOS on L26W. 

Here, the outcrops all have a rough weathered surface varying from 

dark green to dark red, depending on the proportion of ferromegnesians
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and orthoclase. Oriented patches end seaas of mafic minerals give 

the roc li a lineated appearance. The crystallization of tabular 

soda- orthoclase crystals and fine aegirite needles gives the rock 

also locally a porphyritic to trachytic texture. This rock type is 

the first one to show any appreciable radioactivity. These outcrops 

gave readings from 100-300 c/s.

North of the pulaskite* on the township line near the lake 

is a rather heterogeneous group of outcrops. They are considered to 

be brecciated and rheomorphic fonites. Those outcrops near the pul 

askite have coarse felspar porphyroblast* in a dark groen Matrix, 

giving the rock a pseudo-iragmental appearance. Mineralogical ly, the 

mineral constituents are similar to the pulaskite except they are high 

in saussurite CiOO and also carry some garnet, carbonate, pyrochlore 

and more opalite. These rocks are always radioactive, giving scintil 

lometer counts up to 600 c/s. 

Pulaskite

Outcrops of this rock type wore only found on these claims 

near the lake shore at the Chewett-Collins township line, or in snail 

dikes cutting the other rocks. They ere dark reddish, massive, grani 

toid rocks. They are generally medium grained, although locally they 

are porphyritic. ;*Uneralogically, they consist of orthoclase aegirite, 

biotite and sericite, with minor nepheline, magnetite and apatite. 

These rocks are weakly radioactive. 

Diabase

One outcrop of diabase occurs in claira 66971. It is a 

normal diabase; however, there is no well developed jointing present 

that might indicate its strike. Its age is not known, but is possibly 

pre-alkelic intrusive.



The formations throughout the claims in question trend in 

a southeasterly direction and dip froca steep to rather flatly south 

ward. This treiul and the distribution of formations are presented 

in an inserted sketch (Geology ~ l" c 1320 1 ). There ere variations 

froia average dip and strike; however, some of these may not be rock 

in place but rather giant erratics resembling outcrops. On the other 

hand, soaae of the variations nay actually be due to local structure 

disturbances as might be expected. The outcrops are not plentiful 

enough to moke any more detail interpretation than that presented. 

However, foe outcrops arc rather scattered, giving a fair sampling of 

the etrea. The most significant feature is tho Indicated width (Hi mile) 

of the alkalic fenite zone (P.).

As just stated, the alkalic fenite zone is indicated to be 

*8 wile wide where it crosses the corner of this claim. All the out 

crops found are radioactive 100-300 c/s. This rock has never been 

found to be otherwise in the Chewett area, and the indications are that 

it will average at least 0.^5? and possibly Q.3% Cb^O^. It is quite 

conceivable that higher yrude areas aay bc located in it. Sample No. 

2786, taken f row o somll ore a on an outcrop 0/50 fee t east of L28W 

and 6/OQS of base line C, gave in seiai-quantitative spectrographic 

analysis.

"308

o.-r;
T(.Ol-.l^) 

Q.03%

Th02

MnO

Gold 0.01 oz.
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Some of the more favourable contact pyroxenite zones may 

extend north into the claims. The outcrops of this type that are 

exposed on Base Line "B", at the lake shore, are rather local in 

occurrence and the radioactivity, although locally high, it rather 

erratic.

G!::p:A-Vbh 
Duplicate - Mr. '.

G. f:. Parsons 
A, Stucken

ATTACHMENTS

1. DGC Sarcplc Record Sheets.

2. DGC Geology - Chewett. I - Collins Twp. Sec. - Lots 8, 9, 10,
Con. J - S;ccle l" - 20C*' - A, Stucken t G. t . Parsons - September 
1.0, 19vr.5.
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INTRODUCTION

This report covers 24 clairas in Lots 8, 9 and 10, 

Chewett Township, Sudbury Mining Division. The claim numbers 

are: S-82902-03, S-02906-17, S-85644-45, S-85648-50 and 

S-86963-67. The property is some 16 air miles from the 

town of Chapleau which is on the C.P.R. transcontinental line. 

Roads of Bigelow Lumber Company penetrate within 3 miles of 

these claims.

.Staking was initiated in the area in February 1955 on 

the evidence froa an aeromagnetic.survey. Minor geological 

investigation in the same Winter revealed the presence of a 

nepheline syenite intrusive. Additional clairas were added 

in June to cover interesting magnetics and radioactivity.

The clairas were covered in great detail by R. Elver, 

A. Stucken, the writer and other Dominion Gulf personnel during 

1955. Picket linos with a maximum spacing of 400 feet and as 

close as 100 feet were used for control. Scintillometer
t

were carried throughout the survey.

In the last port of June, A, Lonergan, O.L.S., reopened 

the concession V - Concession VI line, lot 8 - lot 9 line, and 

ran a trial township line between Chewett and Collins Township. 

The geological map attached is based on that survey.

X-ray diamond drilling commenced in July, and this was 

followed by A-core drilling starting in September.
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2. TOPOGRAPHY

This is illustrated on the attached map by hachuring. 

Immediately east of Nemegosenda Lake the ground rises sharply 

some 80 feet to level off into an exceedingly flat plateau.

This plateau extends for over a mile east along the township
i 

line and for a half-mile along Concession V - Concession VI

line. Cast of the plateau are rolling hills interspersed with 

rather extensive cedar swamps. This later country appears, to 

be mostly boulder ground moraine with numerous boulder erratics* 

There is a definite thickening of boulders of the basement 

rock types where these rock types outcrop.

The dry ground is forested with poplar, birch t spruce and 

locally some pine. The low ground, by cedar, spruce and some 

tamarack.

This topography and tree types are recorded on the 

accompanying map.

3. GEOLOGY

(a) Regional Geology

The claims mapped covered part of an alkaline Intrusive 

and the surrounding metasomatically altered country rocks. 

Little is known of the rocks beyond the immediate area. The 

meagre data available indicates the basement rocks of the 

surrounding area are gneisses for the most part striking north 

east and dipping northwest. The gneisses vary in composition 

from quartz-rich to gabbroic and hornblende-rich.
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The only published geological data in the area is a 

brief reference made to the geology around Trout Lake 

(Nemegosenda Lake) in Geological Survey of Canada Progress 

Report 1880-1-2 p.6C by Dr. Bell.

(b) Detail Geology 

(i) General

The claim group has been mapped using the

concept that Von Cckermann developed in his study of the Alno 

Alkaline area in Sweden. That hypotheses considers these 

plug-like areas of alkaline rocks to be derived essentially from 

a potassium carbonate-rich melt and its reaction on the acidic 

country rocks. The nomenclature used here is largely that 

employed by Von Eckerraann. The legend on the accompanying 

map is designed to include all the rock types encountered 

to date in the area, and some do not occur in the claims here 

described.

In the classification, the rocks are divided into three 

main divisions:

(1) Alkaline Intrusives

(k!) Contact Rocks

(3) Fenites and Country Rocks

Under Alkaline intrusives are grouped all those rocks 

derived from true mobile magmas and that have the normal 

characteristics of intrusive rocks as chilled contacts, 

homogeneity, normal sequence of mineral crystallization from 

melts, igneous textures, etc.
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Urder Contact Hockjs are grouped the mixed complex, hybridic 

metasomatic types immediately surrounding the above igneous core. 

Their composition and texture varies from one extreme to th^e 

other* They are in the zone of pyrometasomatism, dehydration 

and reduction. This group corresponds to Von Eckermonn's 

"mixed alkaline rocks at the inner fenite boundary", i.e. his 

alkaline ultro-fenites and his rheomorphic fenites.

The Fenite and Country Gneiss group includes those 

rocks surrounding the above contact zone. These rocks are in 

the zone of hydration and oxidation. They include Von Eckermann*s 

thermal shock zone, quartz-syenitic zone, syenitic zone and 

alkalic fenite zone. They are always lineated or gneissic and 

vary in composition from totally alkalized gneisses to gneisses 

relatively unaffected by alkaline solutions, 

(ii) Description of Rock Types 

Alkaline Intrusives

Included in this group are the silicate rocks of 

the central core and the dike rocks emanating from that core. 

As the name applies, they are characterized by their alkalic 

minerals and the lack of quartz. Also included in this group are 

the intrusive sovites (carbonatites) and Jacupirangites. A 

description of these rocks and their outcrop areas follows.

Pulaskite - outcrops of this type are confined to claim 

S-82911 and immediately north of this claim. The term is used to 

cover rocks rich in soda-orthoclase with lesser amounts of 

aegirite and nepheline. Magnetite, biotite, zircons and apatite
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may also bo present. .'hore exposed it is a rather uniform

ssive, inediuiu toxtured red coloured rock with u slight blue 

or purple tinge. Near its contact it becomes contaminated with 

fragments of fenite. Its radioactivity is normally about 

twice background.

Ma l ignite - outcrops of this type occur in Claims S82903 and 

04. The term was created by Lawson to designate o melanocratic 

rock consisting of orthoclase intergrown with acidic plagioclase, 

aegerite-augite! biotite and soda-hornblende. Here it is used 

to describe a rock of essentially the same description with the 

ferromagnesian^ and felspars being present in about equal 

proportions. It outcrops as reddish brown bluffs. It is an 

exceedingly uniform medium textured massive rock. This rock is 

weakly radioactive.

P/roxenite - along the common boundary of Claims S-86966 

and S-86967, and Claims S-85650 and S-86965 are a number of 

outcrops of this typo. They appear to belong to a mass of rock 

trending in a north-south direction. In the outcrops the rock is 

rather coarse grained and consists of biotite and pyroxene with 

varying and minor amounts of apatite. It is non-magnetic and 

only locally radioactive.

si - in claim S-85650 is an outcrop area of carbonate

rocks. In the southern part of this outcrop area, the rock is 

very coarse grained and consists of "nodular-like" massives of 

biotite and pyroxene in coarse white calcite. The weathered 

surface is exceedingly rough due to differential weathering. 

On the north side of the outcrop area the rock is very fine 

grained, deep weathering, and a dark grey green colour. This
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k consists essentially of carbonates and fine pyroxene. 

These rocks are up to 10X background in radioactivity.

Contact Rocks

There are very few outcrops in this contact. However 

numerous boulders in the lots 6 and 9 indicate a wide range of 

complex metasomatic and hybrid types. The legend on the 

accompanying raap is based primarily on evidence from diamond 

drilling end not on the evidence from outcrops with which this 

report is concerned.

A description of the outcrops from the southeast to the 

northeast corner of cloiru is as follows:

Two srruill outcrops located just south of TL 6N and between 

lines L100E and L109E Claim S-65645, are dark weathering and 

rather highly fractured. They are characterized by distinct yet 

small transparent soda-orthoclase metacryst* in a dark fine 

textured groundmass. This groundmass is believed to essentially 

consist of aegirite end nepheline. The outcrops are radioactive - 

10 to 20X background.

An outcrop on TL 15N just west of LI 1212 Claim S-85644 

is a similar type with minor apatite and cut by orthoclase-rich 

dikes. These dikes appear to have sweated out off the enclosing 

rocks and are called acid rheomorphic* on the accompanying legend,

A 100 ft. northwest of this outcrop is an outcrop of 

peculiar breccia. It is full of angular fragments and variously 

coloured. The fragments quite often show several reaction rims. 

The chief minerals present in the rock are biotite, orthoclase, 

carbonates, and aegerite. The rock appears to have been a fenite 

that has been ripped apart and brecciated and then altered by
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potassic aim carbonute solution.

At 0*30'K of 36+OON on Line 106E, Claim S-65650 is small 

dark weathering outcrop. Pyroxene, orthoclase, aegerite and 

garnet appear to be the chief minerals. It is rather fine 

textured and up to 20X background in radioactivity.

Just south of the township line in Claim S-82913 is 

another single outcrop. This consists of a coarse pulaskitic 

rock typo on its northeast side and a dark pyroxene-r'ich rock on 

its south side. Evidence froui diamond drilling indicates this 

south part of the outcrop is a i/iore basic phase of the 

porphyritic fenite described in the next group.

Boulders indicate that this contact area is underlain with 

rock types varying from lineated to igneous-like in texture and 

in composition from carbonate-rich, to orthoclose-biotite-rich, 

to aegerite-rich, to magnetite-rich and to apatite-rich. They 

are generally radioactive to quite radioactive (500 x background).

These rocks constitute most of the exposed rock in the 

claims under discussion and are exposed mostly in the east part.

Von F^ckerraann defines fenites as in-situ metasoniatically 

altered (with or without substantial material exchanges) older 

contacting rocks. It is used with that meaning in this report.

In the claims being described, the fenites are derived 

from predominantly silica-rich gneisses and show a complete series 

of rocks from gneisses relatively unaltered by alkalic 

oetasoatitisE to rocks in which the original minerals have been 

con,pletely destroyed. The minerals destroyed are quartz, plagio 

clase, biotite, hornblende, augite and magnetite. The new
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forced are potassic and sodic felspars, nepheline, 

oeoerite plus varying quantities of chlorites, carbonates, 

sericite, soda -hornblende, epidote and limonite. The chief 

chemical component added is 1^0 and H^O plus possibly some 

Na02 while chief chemical component withdrawn is S 102. ^

The metasomatic agent or agents active in this outer 

fenite zone appear to have been capable of transforming the 

rocks without appreciable fracturing or brecciation. Fractures 

that are present, however, are generally filled with sodic 

f erromugnesians.

The gneisses consist essentially of quartz, biotite and 

plagioclase, ft.inor hornblende-rich bands arc present. The first 

signs o f a lkalic metasomatism is the development of aegerite- 

augito along fractures. However, on the claims being covered very 

few such fractures were noted. The next step in the fenitization 

is the development of augite metacrysts. They are rather 

uniformly distributed, about ^" long, rather stubby, and give the 

gneisses ci distinctive appearance.

Moving further inward in the tnetasiaatic aureole, the 

weathered surface of the outcrops take on a pink cast which 

colouration eventually appears on the groundmass of the gneiss.

This reddening is believed to be caused by the hydration of the
i 

felspars due to the ex-eolutidn and oxidation of the iron

taoleculcs originally trapped within the felspar lattices. Augite 

inetacrysts continue to develop until the gneiss is composed of 

about 3(Xo of thorn. The quartz in the gneiss eventually totally 

disappears and felspars come completely reddened.

This alkalic metasomatism continues until the gross
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.structure end Minerals of the gneisses ore completely destroyed 

and we have o brick-red lineoted rock consisting entirely of 

alkalic minerals us orthoclase nepheline aegerite, etc. These 

rocks show radioactivity frora 5 to 10X background, find seldow 

assay under C.2% CboOs. These rocks are called red alkalic 

fenites on the legend and mark the zone of ruexiiuuin hydration.

As the intrusive centre is approached still closer 

dehydration sets in. Light coloured more-or-less transparent 

sodo-orthoclase raetacrysts start developing and they give the 

red alkalic fenite a distinctive porphyritic texture. This 

rock is called porphyritic fenite.

Those gt-eisses and altered gneisses have been mapped 

strictly on the degree of metasomatism. Since the meto- 

soi'iotisiu is gradations!, the contacts between types will never 

be a straight line feature. Three main groups are distinguished 

on the following criteria:

*1 A^JyilijL-IJ?J!ll^Jt a^* t ne original gneiss- 

ndnerals destroyed and replaced by alkalic 

and associated minerals; start of mineral 

nepheline,

F o ^JKJ^HlA^S. J-PJli JL?A Quart?., i.e. if originally
jU* " "*"' *" **~ ~"-ff' f ™* j^u""-'~- *- -* *  -  *

present in the gneiss, all destroyed and the 

felspars hydrated and reddened. 

F3 Fenitic Gneisses quart?.-bearing, i.e. if 

originally present in gneiss, minor alkalic 

alteration.

These groups are further broken down in the legend 

and this further break-down is explained there.
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  The distribution of the outcrop and an interpretation of 

the distribution of each type is given on the accompanying map.

Structurally they trend slightly north of west and dip 

steeply towards the central igneous core.

4. ^iUJCTtm^

The ci a has being described are in the northeast flank of 

an alkaline plug. The gneisses and fenites derived froa them 

curve around this plug and dip steeply inwarded.

There appears to be an interruption in the trend of the 

ieriitic gneisses approximately in the centre of Lot 8 and a 

fault is interpreted here trending northeasterly.

All the rocks fror;. the red alkalic fenites inward to the 

igneous core are abnormally radioactive. This radioactivity is 

caused by uranium ar.d thorium bearing pyrochlore and rare-earth 

Kiinerals. Indications of significant concentrations of these 

minerals have been obtained, but these have been largely f row 

boulders. i.)iawond drilling is now being done to assess these 

indications.

Magnetite, apatite and zircon are also present ( but to 

date no body of commercial siz.e of -any of these minerals has 

been indicated. The raagnetite and zircon appear to be largely 

of a metasomatic replacement type, while the apatite is both of 

a replacement and igneous-like injection type. The magnetite 

occurs chiefly as dense bands replacing to various degrees the 

fenites and occurs chiefly with the pyroxene-rich phases. 

The zircon, on the other hand, prefers the orthoclase-rich phase.

G.K.Parsons
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CONCLUSIONS

The ci oil., block consists of seven claims in Pattinson Township 

in Lots l and ii, Concession 1. It is situated on the west shore of Neae- 

gosenda Lake, some twenty air uiles froiu the C. P. R. railway town of 

Chapleau, Ontario.

Geological capping by the writer and party during July and 

August 1956 located two definite outcrops and one possible outcrop. The 

definite outcrops indicate that radioactive red fenites form a zone of 

the alkaline plug complex, as described by G. L. Pawns in his work on 

the entire Newegosenda Lake area. As indicated by ground ant) aeromagnet 

ic*, and by the evidence of probable outcrop iu the northern part of the 

property, it is implied that the quartz-bearing fenite zone forms an out 

side concentric ring enclosing the red fenite zone. There is also an 

inside concentric ring of rocks forcing a contact zone between the country 

rocks and fenites and the true intrusive. High ground magnetics lend 

support to this, and are situated about 2,500 feet off shore. The red 

fenite outcrop 01, shore, fifty feet south of the Township Line, gave very 

interesting assays of Cb;^, 1^0^ and ThO^- Radioactivity around the red 

fenite outcrops is as high as 260 c. p. s., but heavy overburden eliminates 

the possibility of locating an anomalous radioactive body. Bulk samples 

taken of the red fenite outcrops gave G.2% Cb^O^ by setii-quantitative 

spectrographic analysis. This zone is probably continuous over a 3,600- 

foot strike length on the property and of unknown width.

Further investigation in the area will not likely find any more 

outcrops, but u.ight extend the ones now found. Further trenching on our 

ground, along with wore sampling, is recommended, in order to determine

the extent of the radioactive red fenite outcrop. If the assay results
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are respectable, irawediate diamond drilling should be done on the outcrop 

as well as off-shore drilling on the high magnetlo anomaly. The ground 

to the south of our property in McGee Township, patented by C,l,P., should 

also be optioned along the shore for at least one-half a iaile and inland 

a quarter of a ihile. I also recotutuend that all claims staked in the area 

be held. As recoiucaended by Dr. A. R. Graham, work on the extraction and 

concentration of colurabiuw from the rock should be initiated*

INTRODUCTION

The property consists of seven claims situated in whole or in 

part on land in the southeast corner, Lots l and 2, Concession I, Pattin 

son Township. The claims have the following numbers: S-66949, S-66960, 

S-66951, S-06952, S-66953, S-&6967 and S-66950. Also taken into account 

is claiw number 5-86959, ir. Collins Township. This block of claims 

borders on the western shore of Lake Nemegosenda.

The property is accessible by two modes of travel. One is to 

follow the Neuegosenda River I rota the village of Devon to Lake Nentegosenda, 

and hence to the property. The other is to fly directly from the town of 

Chapleau, which is a distance of about twenty air miles. There is alto 

the possibility of building a road into the camp. The lumber company has 

roads to within one-quarter mile froiu the southern end of the lake at 

least. It is therefore feasible to think of a possible road.

During lay investigation of the property, I found no evidence of 

previous staking or prospecting. The only evidence of previous work is 

the surveyed Township Lines, cut in 1906. No work had been done on the 

property by Dominion Gulf prior to staking on July 19, 1955. Shore 

geology had been done in the same ftonth prior to staking.

Si

L
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Personnel that worked on the property included the following! 

O* Eliason, F. Faulkner, W. J. Cannon, A. Stucken, G. i:. Parsons and the 

writer. O. Eliason cut lines early in the program. F. Faulkner and W, 

j. Cannon cut lines and did the ground magnetometer work. A.Stucken aided 

lac in chaining the lines, as well as with sotae of the mapping.

The lines were laid out according to the following plan. The 

iron pin, which marks the boundary between McGce and Pattinson Townships, 

was found, and a picket line was established along the old, blazed Town 

ship Line for a distance of 1,600 feet.west. This is called Line 0/OON. 

At 4/OGW, a line was turned off at right angles. This is Base Line "D". 

This was cut to 4,000 feet north of L0/OON. A line was then turned at 

right angles to Base Line "D" and driven east to the lake. Intermediate 

lines wore turned off Base Line "D" at 400-foot intervals and cut to the 

lake, with lines 4/OON, 8/OON and 12/OON being cut west to the claim line. 

Tie lines 16W and 17E were also cut to tie in the ends of the line. The 

iron pin on the shore of the lake, which divides Pattinson and Collins 

Townships, was found, the line cleaned out and tied in with our picket 

lines.

The ground magnetometer was used on all the lines at Intervals 

of 100 feet. Detail lines were not needed, as the contouring showed that 

the property is quite flat magnetically.

The scintillometer (C.A.E. Model 963) was carried in the area, 

but heavy overburden blocked out any possible radioactivity except on the 

actual outcrops.

All the lines, and the area between the lines, were mapped. The 

lines have 100-foot pickets on t hou*. Intermediate footages for taapping 

purposes were determined by pacing. Compass traverses were run between 

the lines at 100-foot intervals, to pick up any outcrop and the main topo 

graphical boundaries. Strikes and dips were determined with a Brunton
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iW* The boundaries o f the shore were determined froiu chainage 

distances froi-i Base Line "D", observation, and from aerial photographs*

TOPOGRAPHY

Throughout the property tho drainage pattern runs east and 

southeast to tho lake. Bach from the shore line between 50 and 500 feet, 

the ground dips sharply towards tho lake with a vertical descent up to 

150 feet. Very little rock is exposed on these hills, with the ground 

consisting mainly of fine sands and gray clays. The higher portion of 

the terrain could be referred to as a "plateau". This plateau is cut 

down in r^any places by erosion, giving V-shaped valleys and drainage 

channels to the lake. The ground on the property is well drained, except 

for a draw in the northern section and a swatup on the western claiu line. 

This swatup drains through a creek with a boulder bed. Tall poplar and 

birch are the prominent trees near the lake along with shorter spruce. 

Spruce is ruoro prominent inland and the trees are markedly shorter. Slash 

is laore evident in the western part of the property. Since very little 

rock is exposed, and since the overburden seeus quite thick, it appears 

as if the underlying bedrock has no bearing on the topography, although 

a bigger picture of a larger area way show the converse of the preceding 

statement. Throughout the area, large, ragged boulders lie on the surface 

of the ground, indicating that they are not far removed from their original 

setting.

At various locations throughout the property, determinations of 

the type of soil present were perforated The soil varied from an orange 

sand, to fine orange-gray sand to gray clay. Along the chore in spots, 

glacial boulders were observed to be overlain by glacial sands.
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-^-. ^ of ̂ Fo n;m t i on s 

The table of formations which follows G, E. Parsons concept of 

the entire Neiuegosenda Lake area is as follows:

FenjUes daetasoiiiatically altered gneisses) 

FI -- alkalic fenites

f la " porphyritic fonites

F2 - syonitic fenites

F. - quartz-bearing fenites 

t\iu - augite phenocrysts 

^3b " normal country rock.

j)e s cr ij) t i o ti of For^at ions

These fenites represent a gradational group of rocks that have 

been altered wetasouiatically by the intrusion of an alkaline plug, which 

isn't seori on the property, but has been observed on the eastern shore of 

the lake. The quartz-bearing fenites are the rocks farthest away from the 

centre of the plug, and show very lew effects of the intrusion except for 

granulation of the constituent minerals. These rocks retain their original 

gneissic properties, Fyjj is a gneiss containing quartz, feldspar and bio 

tite. F^Q is characterized by aegirine-augite phonocrysts developing, 

the quartz has entirely disappeared or nearly so, and the feldspars are 

white. F^fl and F^ have been found in abundance in the form of large 

boulders as seen on the accompanying uap. One possible outcrop of Fga 

has seaias of aegirine-augite cutting across the trend of lineation as well 

as scaus of carbonates, books of biotite and apatite. This location, 125 

feet south of L36N, 24/001;, has the possible outcrop protruding f row under 

neath a sand hill not unlike a wedge. The F2 (syentic fenites) are not
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found (IP the property, but this does not say that they arc not present. 

This group represents an intermediate phase between the FQ and the Fj 

phases, with the total disappearance of quartz, the feldspars becoming 

redder, more pyroxene present and most of its original structure retained. 

The F|'s (alkalic fenites) are found in the southern part of the property 

(Lb/OGN, 6/40K, 70S), and along the .shore for 100 feet south of the Town 

ship Line and 600 feet along ridges back of the shore line. The Flfl 

(porphyritic fenites) have been recrystallized with the forwetioi)6f soda 

orthoclase phenocryst* taking on an igneous texture, but are still defin 

itely lineatcd. The outcrops of red fenites have places in theis that are 

quite sheared and foliated with a strike of NSO0*:. The Fic is a deep red, 

due to the feldspars hydrating. Needles of green aegirine augite are 

developed in it, and it is still lineated although to a much lesser degree 

than the F2 or Fy.

Structure

As can be expected front the ground and aeromagnetic maps, the 

structure of the Neftiegosenda Lake area is circular, following the pattern 

of the alkalic plug. The property in discussion is on the outer rita of 

this plug. In the southern part of the property, the strike of the F, 

stone ranges froiu 250 - 300 northeast with 0 dip of 750 - GO0 to the eaft, 

towards the centre of the plug. As can be seen from the ground magneto 

meter wop, and from the probable outcrop, the strike in the northern sec 

tion is about 400 northeast with a dip of about GO0 to the east. The 

strikes of the rock formations on the property forut an arc which approxi 

mates the arc of the shore line. From this, it can be deduced that the 

shape of tho lake has been, in part, controlled by the alkalic plug. On 

the shore opposite the F. outcrops, the boulders are large and sharp, 

and are aliuost entirely F^ . These are possibly derived from two sources.
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One is^:e breaking down ol the outcrop and deposition of the boulders on 

shore. The other is that the ice aud water of the lake have heaved up Fi Q 

boulders from the lake bottom. A combination of both is the likely answer. 

Along tho northern shore of the property, Fr- a boulder* are very abundant. 

They are jagged and quite large. I therefore deduce that, if bedrock wore 

found in the northern section, it would probably be F^ or F^- This would 

form a zone of rocks arcing to the woet of the Fi zone.

Alteration fe. Mineraliffation

In the northern section, no mineralization was encountered, 

along with no radioactivity. This lack of evidence does not obliterate 

the possibility of finding these properties present. Lack of outcrops and 

heavy overburden hinder tho determinations of whether there is or is not. 

In the south, in the F^ c zone, mineralization was found along with radio 

activity up to 200 c.p.s. throughout the length of the outcrop. One sample 

was taken on the outcrop along the shore, 50 feet south of the township. 

This assayed 0.50ft Cb^, 0.04& UgOfc and 0.03& ThOa by x-ray fluorescent 

methods. Two separate bulk samples have been taken froiu this area, and 

gave fruch lower colutubiuw values, 0.2& by sei.ii-quantitative spectrographic. 

Dr. A. R. Graham has identified pyrochlore X roc* a sample submitted by G. 

E. Parsons froiw the lake shore, 50 feet south of the Township Line. No 

petrographic work has been done on specimens collected by the writer.

R. B. Elver 
RBEibh 
Duplicate - Mr. Wyckoff

ATTACHHENTf:

1. DGC Geology - Chewett l - Pattinson Twp. Section - Base Map 42B/3S, 
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, The two claims covered in this report, S-90700, 90701, are situ* 

atod in Concession II, Pattinson Township. Both claims are located inland 

from the north-west shore of Lake Nenegosenda.

Detailed geological mapping of the olains failed to reveal out* 

crop. Both claims are situated on the conjectured outer periphery of the 

Chewett I alkaline intrusive.

The two claims should be held.

TWO claiim; tire covered in this report. Claim 8*90700 is situated 

in the northeast quarter of the south half of Lot eleven. Concession I 

Pattinson Township, approximately a quarter of a mile west of the north* 

west shore of Nemegosenda Lake* Claim S-90701 is situated in the north 

east quarter of the north half of lot twelve, Concession X, Pattinson 

Township.

Picket lines on Claim 8-90700 were turned off from Base Line D, 

which in turn was turned off fron the Pattinson-MoQee Township Line, ZOO' 

west of the iron pin near the shore of Nenegosenda Lake*

Picket lines on Claim S-90707 were turned off frota Base Line F, 

which was turned off from the Pattinson-Collins Twp. Line in the consid 

ered position of the Concession I/II line. The lines were tied in to L 40 N 

of tho claims to the south.

The claims wore napped in the summer of 1956. No outcrop was 

located*



Topographically Claim S-90700 le situated on the plateau behind 

Nomegosenda Lake. The centre of the olaln IB largely occupied by spruce 

and cedar swamp.

data 8-90701 is drained by a snail river running east Into 

Nenegoaenda Lake. The centre of the olaitt is low spruce swamp, and is 

flanked on the north and south by fairly steep hills.

As previously noted , no outcrops were discovered.

Regionally the claims are located on the northwest flank of the 

Chewett l alkaline area. By comparison with conjectured projection of 

known rook rook types, the clain should be underlain by fenitio gneisses, 

little alterod country rook unfavourable for mineralisation. There Is a
l

very slight possibility that tho rook types encountered In Concession II , 

ColHns Township, namely ultra and rheomorphic fenitea, nay extend down 

into claim S-90701.

The claims are considered to be of protective value only*

Dominion Oulf Company Haps of Claims S-90700, 90701*

-
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This report covers twelve claims in Chewett Township, their 

nunbers are 8-85653, S-S5657, S-37030-S-87037, S-91707 and 8*91706, 

Sudbury Mining Division, ^he claims, with the exception of S-91706, 

S9170? ware staked in June and July of 1955. *he latter two were staked 

in December of 1955.

The claims are some 17 air miles from tho town of Chapleau 

%'hich is on the C. P, R. transcontinental line. There was no evidence 

of previous prospecting or staking in the area of the claims,

Tho present geological and geophysical investigation was done 

by the writers and P* Carr, llneoutting was done by various Dominion 

Gulf personnel.

The Con. III-IV line, through lots 9, 10 and H was re-opened 

by A* Loneroan, 0. L. S., in February, 1956. The centre line through 

Concession IV was established at the same tlrae. The former was used as 

a baseline and the latter as a tie-line for tho four hundred foot spaoed 

picket lines.

Three drill holes (No. 19, 21 and ?3) were drilled off the ice 

in January and February 1955. However only No, 21 which was collared in 

rock off the claim block returned core*

SuBgaary. Conclusions and

Tho claims straddle the contact betweon a leucocratic alkaline 

intrusive exposed off the northwest corner of the group and gneisses 

exposed on the southeast corner of the group.
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It is considered hi^ily probable that metasomatic rook types 

favourable for oolumbium mineralisation exist between these two types* 

The most favourable area ie probably that interpreted aa welanooratio 

rheomorphic in olain S-85657*

Overburden is probably quite deep over root of the group 

except posnibly in the east and northeast part of the group making 

diaraond drill testing difficult.

It is recommended that a further attempt bo made to test the 

anomaly in claim S-85657.

TOPOQRAPffY

The wost two claims loostly underlie the Nsnegosenda lake} the 

rest of tho group joins hitfh ground that is dissected by the Kemegosenda 

River, IMs river flows in a westerly direction through the south half 

of the claim block, Except for a small lake-expanse in olain 3*87037* 

the river is a continuous series of rapids* The original township 

land surveyor L, V. Rorko (1905) reports a 100 ft. fall from this lake- 

expanse to tho river mouth. Through this section toe river is flanked 

by steop glacial hills.

Away from tho rIvor, the country is gently rolling terrain and 

swamps, Sand ridges are prevalent in the south part of the group. The 

overburden is believed to be deep because of the lack of outcrops, the 

absence of boulders of too rook types thought to underlie the olaimsi 

and ths ground magnetics. An exception to this is in the extreme east 

and northeast parts.
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ffiQLOQY

(a) RegfoqM

The olniras are on the southeast flank of an alkaline plug. The

country rock for the plug is gneiss, trending slightly north of east to 

northeast and dipping north* Beyond this little it known of the regional 

geology.

(b) Description of Formations

The only rook exposures found are in the east part of the group* 

These consist of well linoated gneisses . These vary in composition Iron 

types rich in quartz and felspar to types rich in hornblende* Biotite 

ia present in the quartz-bearing types. The felspar is suspected to be 

mostly plagioclase. Red garnets are locally developed* 

(o)

The exposed gneisses trend on the average N TO0 E and dip 50** 

north. This IB believed to be the regional trend for the area to the 

east of the claim block as indicated from the topography on the aerial 

photographs. Magnetics indicate that this trend prevails for the gneisses 

across the claim block. No other structural features are indicated. 

(d)

Evidence of alkalio tnetasomatisn is Blight in contrast to other 

areas as close to the alkaline plug. Die normal evidence of the proximity 

to the alkaline plug and its associated metasomatic aureole as fractures 

filled with "dikes" of biotite, hornblende, carbonates, apatite and 

fluorite and also the hydration of the felspars were not noted,



Ko econo-ilo mineralization was noted on the claim block* 

(f) Geological Interpretation

A very generalized interpretation of the probable rooke und0r- 

lying the claim block is given on an attached map* This ie based on the 

general geological sequence believed to exist in proximity to the alkaline 

plu^j on somo outcrops that exist just off the claim block, on one drill 

hole (No. 21) and on tho ground magnetics.

ATTACHMENTS

Map l - Dominion Gulf Company - Geology of Chewett I, Concession IV, 
410/HN, Ontario, Scale l inch - 200 feet, August l, 1956.

Map 2 - Dominion Gulf Company - Geological Interpretation, Chewett I, 
Concession IV, 410/UN, Ontario - Scale l inch ^ 200 feet, 
August l, 3956.



Thin report covers six olaias in the west half of the south half 

of Lot 7, Con, VI and tho west half of Lot 7, Con. V, Chewett Twp, Sudbury 

Mining Division* The claim numbers are 5-90694*99 inclusive* These claims 

were staked in the fall of 1955 to protect the eastern flank of metasomatic 

mineralised aureole .

The claims are norae 18 air miles from the town of Chapleau, which 

la on tiie C. P. R. transcontinental line, Roads of the Bigelow lumber 

company penetrate within 1^ miles of these claims.

12o evidence of previous staking or prospecting was noted on the 

claim.

The present geological and geophysical investigation was done 

by the writers, W* Cannon, F. Deacon, 0. Eliason, A , Harrl and P, Carr* 

The concession lines between V and VI and V and IV were found and re-opened, 

Picket lines at 400 foot intervals were driven across the claims using 

the first concession line Just notod above as a base and the latter con 

cession line as a tie-line,

SUMMARY*. CONCLUSONS A

The claims are underlain by quartz-felspar-biotite and felspar- 

hornblende gneissos trending from northeast to north and dipping to the 

west. There is minor evidence of alkalic alteration, basic alkalic dikes 

and quartz-orthoolase pegmatite dikes.

No evidence of economic mineralization was noted although a 

relatively snail portion of the rook surface is exposed.
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Tnln is illustrated on the attached nap by haohurlng, The west 

half of Concession V is largely swamp, while the east part is occupied 

by elongated ridges and valleys trending with the strike of the gneisses* 

These havo a ttaxirnura elevation of about 50 feet above the swamp.

The two claims on Concession VI are occupied largely by boulder 

ground moraine t

The dry ground is forested with poplar, birch and Jack pine, 

The low ground by s {truce and oedar,

(a)

The claims lie off the eastern flank of a syenite stock and 

its associated metasomatic aureole. The gneisses strike with the general 

direction of the magnetic horiaon in the aureole. It is not known whether 

their etriko is a regional or local feature or a combination of both*

(b) pescr^p-frign of Formations

Oitcrops are exceedingly scarce in the north and west part of 

the group and more plentiful in the south-east part. The exposures vary 

from relatively large well defined masses to rather obscure occurrences.

Except for vary narrow and minor dikes of biotite and pegmatites, 

all the exposed rocks are gneisses. These rooks consist of varying pro 

portions of quartz plagioclase, biotite and/or hornblende and/or pyroxene, 

It is impossible In hand spoclroon to distinguish between hornblende and 

pyroxene, due to the gneissic nature of the crystals. Hl-defined red 

garnets are locally visible. For the most part these rooks have a fine 

gneissic texture although ferroroagnesian-rich bands alternating with quarte- 

felspar-rich bands are not uncommon. The quarts grains have a tendency to 

coalesce into thin laralnal.
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(c) Structure

Tlie gneissosity which is well developed, curves from a northeast 

strike in the south part of the group through a more northerly strike in 

the centre of the group to a slightly west of north strike in the north 

part of the group. The dip in all oasos is to the weet at angles vary 

ing from 30 to 70 degrees and way average about 50 degrees.

The northeasterly trending depression occupied by the stream in 

the southeast part of claim S-90696 is believed to represent a cross-fault.

(d) ^

Locally groen sodic pyroxene and/or amphibole is developed 

uniformly throughout the gneiss and especially along fine cracks* Some 

reddening of tho felspar le also encountered, 

(e)

No economic mineralization was encountered. A carbonate vein 

with lainor apatite and aegerite was found in claim S-90699*

G. E. Parsons and A* Stuoken.

ATTACHMENTS

Dominion Gulf Company - Geology Map - Claims S-90694 - 99
Chewett Township, scale l inch s 200 feet, by A. Rtuoken and 
G. E. parsons. Axigust l, 1956.
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INTRODUCTION

This report covers two claims in Colline Twp. These olaime are 

part of the main block of claims held by Dominion Gulf Company. Tho claim 

numbers are S-90702 and S-90703, Sudbury Mining Division* They were staked 

in tho fall of 3956.

Tho claims are some ?0 air Toilos from the town of Chapleau which 

is on the C. P. R. transcontinental lino* No evidence of previous prospecting 

or staking wafi ne ted in the area of tho claims.

The present geological and geophysical investigation was done by 

the writers, W. Cannon, F. Deacon, 0. Eliason and A. Harrl.

In claim 8-90702, tho concession I-II line and lot 8-9 lino was 

re-opened and surveyed by A. Lonergan, O, L. S. The concession line WUB 

used as a base line for tho land portion.

In claim 8-90703, the picket linos were extended north from a trial 

township line by A. Lonergan, C-KX)E on this base line is the lot post for 

lots 8-9, Collins Twp.

SUMMARY.... CONCLUSIONS AND

Claim S-90703 is underlain by quarts-folspar-biotite-hornblende 

gneisses trending 1150 to 1300 and dipping 30 to 850 west. There is locally 

more evidence of alkalic alteration than normal for the distance from the 

syenite p3ug. This /.(Iteration is in the form of sodic amphibole and 

reddening of the felspars.

No evidence of economic mineralization was noted, although some 

might bo expected. In claim S-90702, no rock was found although similar types 

to that in S-90703 night be expected,
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Tho topography In claim S-90703 is for the most part relatively 

fiat with a con tie elope to the northeast. The outcrop areas rise ae 

distinct knolls and hills above this terrain*

In claim S-90703 tho terrain sloped to the lake.

The claims or  f o re st (wl with types common to the area, namely 

poplar, birch, spruce, pine, balsam and coda: 1 .

(a)

The claims lie off the northeast flank of a mineralieed metasomatic 

aureole associated with a ^yenite plug. The gneiss strike parallel to contact 

of tho syenite plug. It is not known whether this trend haa been imposed on 

tho gneisses by the intrusive or is a trend related to regional structure.

(b) fieflgr^pfrfon j?f ForroatjLqnji

No outcrops were found in 3-90702 and possibly constitute 5# of 

claim S-90703. Excopt for very minor and narrow orthoolaee-quartz, pegmatite 

dikes, the exposed rocks are all gneisses. These gneisses are normally 

finely lineated. They vary from qunrtz-plaeioolase to quartz-plagloolftBe- 

biotite to homblende-rioh varieties. The various types are interbedded 

with the former typos predominating. The quartz grains have a tendency to 

coalesce into thin larainal .
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(c)

The gneissosity which IB well developed strikes from 1150 to 130* 

and dips in at angles 300 to 850 . This etrike parallels the intrusive contact. 

It is not known whether this trend is imposed on the gneisses by the syenite 

plug or IB a feature related to tho regional structure of the gneisses.

(d)

The two outcro;*? in the vicinity of 26*-OCN, L 8K show considerable 

alteration. Tho felspar bar-o is pink to completely reddened* There is also 

evidence of sodic alteration In tho form of riebeckite.

(Q ) mipya^- lotion

Tlie only mineralisation noted in outcropc was that Just mentioned 

under metamorphism! although carbonate boulders exist in the general area. 

It is possible s o? ID voro-oarth nineralization ioay bo prf)oent with such 

carbonate zonos,

(1) Dominion Gulf Carpany - Geology - Claim S-90703 Collins Townshipi 
Scalo l inch K 200 foot by A* Stuckan and Q* E. Parsons^ 
Avigust l, 1956.

(2) Dowinion Gulf Company * Ooology - Clain S-90702 Collins Tovmshipi 
Scalo l inch a ^00 foot by A. Stuoken, August l, 1956,
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IHTROPyOTIOB

The (round magnetometer survey, subject of this report, covers 172 

claims of the Ghevrett I claim group hold by Dominion Gulf Company. The 

numbers ancl the recording dal-or of the so claims ara j

(1) 'S-8390JJ, S-S?903, S-32906 to R-82919 inol., S-8?921| Feb. 28, 1955.

(2) S-856W. to S-S5661 inol.j June l/,, 1955.

(3) S-86949 to S-87037 inol.j July 6, 1955. 

(/,) S-83749 to 8-88756 incl.; Aufrust 26, 1955.

(5) S-89619 to 3-896?4 inol.j October l?, 1955. /'

(6) S-90677 to S-90703 incl.; November 15, 1955.

(7) S-93701 to S-91707 incl.; Deoenbo:- 29, 1955.

Thopr; contir.^ious claims include tho greater par', of ?IowOftO5}enda 

Lako, and B r.vt J nncl sections, in t?i0 towns';ips of Chovfott, Collins, McGeo 

and pattineor, Sudbury Mininc Division, Province of Ontario. Moro sp-jcifi- 

cally, th" claims cover the following socti nsj

(1) in Chewett Township: all tba lako oootions in Concession 

III, IV and V; tho southeast -.u-'irter of tho south hrilf of Lot 13 and the . 

greater part of the south half of Lot H, Concession III} the southwest 

ant! northwest quarters of Lot S, andtie south half o 1" Lot 9 tind of Lot 10, 

Concession IV; the northwest and southwest quarters of tho north an i aouth 

halves of Lot 7, and all of Lot G and Lot 9 in Concession V} the northwest 

and southwest quarters of the south half of Lot 7, and all of Lot 8, Lot 9 

ancl Lot 10, in Concession VI.

(2) in I'cGoe Township: al.l of tho lako section in Concussion IV, 

V and VI, e/.copt an area of four claims occxxpying t o equivjilent of tho 

eastern half of Lot l, Concession VI,
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(3) in Collins Townshipi in Concession l , the northwest and 

southwest quarters of the south half of Lot 8, all of Lot 9 and Lot 10 1 

the northwest and northeast quarters of tho south half and all of the 

north half in Lot 13 and lot 12} in Concession II, tho southeast, 

south1, r-at an northvrest quarters of the southhalf of Lot 9, the south 

halvos of Jot 10 and Lot 3.1, tho southwoot, southeast and northeast 

^uartors of t-i e BO'-th half of Lot 12.

U) in pattinson Townshipi the equivalent of the northeast, 

southeast and southwest quarters of tho north half and all of the south 

half of Lot l, and tho northeast, southeast and southwest quarters of the 

south half of Lot ?, all in Concession I.

Lot 13 and Lot l?, Concer.nion II, Chewett Township, the eastern 

half of Lo' l, Concession I, McGoe Township, and the southernmost quarters 

of ]x)t 11 and Lot 12, Co--.cesfiion I, Collins Tov/nship, are also held by 

Dominion Gulf Conpany, but w re previously covered by a ground magnetometer 

survey and report.

Staking was initiated in the area in February, 1955, on the 

evidence from an lerorougnetio survey, and further groups of claims were 

ad^od at various later dates. Lino cutting, chaining, and a ground 

magnetometer survey were started innediatoly af+er staking.

The basic covoraf^ of the ground wagnetoneter survey consists 

of 100 foot otations on picket linos ^00 foot a^xirt. Over ano'taloue 

areas fio spacing was reduced to 50 foot stations on ^00 and 100 foot 

linos.
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Wherever •jor.slblo on 1jho lake fioction, a rectangular grid was 

net-up. This grid was nornanently marked on shore by hubs at the end of 

the main linos, such as base-linos arid tie-lines. The magnetic data 

obtained alonp these lines ore presented ox nine maps at a scale of 

200 foot to l inch, with contour intervale of 100 guranafl, the area 

having been arbitrarily subdividod along the concession lines for ease 

in handling, A totjaJl^jOjE^Jl^j^j^ 

jniles of chained picket linen.

A small area was surveyed in greater detail. Covering portions 

of claims S-82910, 5-85(^5 to S-856/*? incl., S-36990 and r-86991, in Lot 8 

and Lot 9| Concession V and VI, Chewett Township, this detail survey 

consisted of a prid system of 25 foot stations on paced traverses at 50 

foot intervals ])orpendicular to refrular 100 foot lines. The data obtained 

on this detail survey are not shown on the 200 feet to l inch maps, but are 

presented on four special jjrid maps at a scale of 40 foot to l inch with 

contour intervals of 200 gammas. A few 100 foot linos wore cut, chained 

and magged especially for this detailed survey, so that 19A stations were 

read on 11,870 feet of cut and chained picket lines, and 1039 stations 

were read on 33,^30 feet of traverses, or a total of 1233 now stations 

over 8,58 line-niles. Ahe fjrand total for the 172 claims is therefore 

13,5?0 stations over 196.70 lino-miles, of which 6.33 miles are pace and 

O'.'jopass traverses.

Askania vertical riagnetic balances, with sensitivities of 

roughly twenty giiwrnaB per scale division, were used throughout the 

above surveys by Company jxjrsonnel. The ragnetlo data wero reduced 

and plotted in the field. They were chocked, re-plotted, and interpreted 

in the Company's Toronto office.

Ahe cl'ains so surveyed cover t';e fjreator portion of an alkaline 

intrusive and the surrounding tnetasomtioally ulterod country rooks.
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e intr ;dod rocks un-os/1 ' to bo f^ois'-os for tho T ".o st port striking

northeast and di^plnp v/'rthwest, their oonp rition varying frmn quartz- 

rich I/O (rnbbroic and homblondo-rich. The rocb? of tho area are divided 

:tr,to four - ain divisions by Conpony goolojriotsi

(.1) Allca33.no Intrusives

(?) Contact Rocks

(3) Fenitos

(/,) Country Rooks, nostly gnoigpoe.

This subdivision of tho rocks o ? t o area into four groups is 

relatively a'bitr ;ry an the o.hango from one tyno to t'ui next appears to 

bo fpM/latio 1 1\3 , The najjnotito that has bosn directly observed no far, 

Ji'i'ioave J o ixi of a r-ntar-so ••atic r-enlacerorsnt typvT, ocoui'rlnf; c)iiofly as 

donso hru-ds ropDaoinn to various donees tho oontaol roclis and, to-a 

anal lor oxtont, sono of tlio fenites.

A circular structure procmcod by an alkaline intrusive in 

, Tliin o'ructure is niii(^iotical3y dofincxl l-.y a nui.ibor of 

circular, r,oro or less concentric a' onalous j;ones. Gooloj^icfdly, tho 

rocks of t' is area can bo divided into four groups:- intrusive, contact; 

fonitic and ^leiysic country rocks t R0]wrted outcrops suggefit that at 

least PO-K-' parts of each of those rock typos are magnetic to aono degree. 

Tho ssones laboD.od 1-a, 1-b, 1-c, 1-d, l~e, 1-f, j-iarts of 5, 6, and/or 7( 

- vts of S-a and o-b, l0 ( nd possibly 10), locate at least part of tho 

zono of contact rocks. Portions of the fen!tic rooks are indicated by 

zonos 2-a, ?-b, 3-a, 3-b, 3-c, ]x;.rt of 5,6, narts of 3-a and 3~b, and 

finally 12* A third general but !^ich noro disco .tlnuous zone i?3 foraed 

by 4-a, /4-b, 4.-C, i^or^nibly \jy hhe x/efitorn section of 'Va and 3-b, 

and finally Vn- 9 and 13. This r;one ie thought to bs rolatod to intrusive 

rocks.



In t1 ) o ]ancl vx rtion of Concecsion IV, V and VI of Chewett 

ship, the three no os :ppoar continuous and oven interlaye?med to Borne 

dO;'roe. 'b the wee t, ovor t ho lako section, those zones diverge and then 

converge again, Tho area of low mcnctio v/ilues botweon them oan )jd 

assumed to be underlain by the saino rock type as one or the other, or both( 

of the adjacent ma^otic zones.

Ttia gneissic country rocks show little or no magnetic relief 

over the lake section, and wcmk, except for Zone 14, linear anoiwxliea over 

tho Haind portions, i-ono 14 lo direcily related to magnetic gabbroic 

171101 BSO s*

A numbor of faults have been interpreted. Faults, F-2, F-3| 

F-4^ F-7, F-B and F-9 ^re thou.^it to havo produced mainly vertical 

movement to explain tho change in charac'oriotlcs of the magnotlc zonoe 

they cut, and have little or no apmrent horizontal movement. Fault F-5 

produces an apj^rent rift'it-hand horizontal dieplacemont of 1000 feet of 

2ono l-d to Zona 1-e, and of 2000 feot of 2ono S-b to the combined zones 

9, 10, 11 and 12. Fault l''-6 euf.geBto an apjiareiit horizontal displacement 

of oowe ?000 foot of Zone 6 and Zono 7 to Zone ?-a, However the inter 

pretation of this particular area ie.not very conclusive due to tho too 

wide spacing of t; ,c mfjnotio data.

A study of tho overall picture presented by the data indicates 

t"O characteristics "n uhich the interpretation riust be basodi

(1) T3io nagnetic r. ecentibllity (or ria;?iotito content) of a 

given rock u it my vary groatly olong tho lateral extent of t ; tdt unit.

(2) Certain nortions of to rock urdts havo a tendency to b© 

characterized by a i eater j-,di ('pietio eusooptiMlity than others j that lo, 

to contain groa'-or concentrations of napnotite.
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Tho lattor is exemplified by the pattern or eonos of anomalies 

observed especially over the lake section. The other characteristic le 

indicated by the large number of individual anomalies which produce that 

pattern. This renders a coraploto interpretation of each individual 

anomaly very difficult and unnecessary. Bat the various anomalous zones * 

with their trends and discontinuities, will be used to show the 

trends and structural deformations of certain portions of rook units.

the dot-dash symbol used to delineate the magnetic ssones ie

not considered to indicate an interpreted geological contact, 

symbol is meant to outline an area where a certain rook type nay be 

found, without ii-rplying any lirdt to tho extent of that rook. Other 

rock typos way also be present in the same zone. Such a situation is 

best soon in tho southern parts of Lot 8 and Lot 9, Oonoession VIj 

where detailed tfeolofjy revealed that the greater part of the anoioalous 

zone is underlain by interlayorod Intrusive, contact and ferdtlo rooks,

Two anomalous zones are readily recognizable to be related to 

specific rock types. Zono 1 can bo traced almost continuously from known 

contact rocks In Lot 10, Concession VI, westward, then southward and 

finally eastward in a half circle over the lake, to the eastern shore 

in Concession IV. Zone 2 IB seen in two segments! Zone 2-a along the 

western shore in Concession V, MoGeo Township, and lione ?-b in Concession 

I and II, Colline and Pattinson Township. Both are related to b -own out- > 

crops of fenitio rocks.

A t'ioro detailed description of the individual roap sheets ie 

given in tho f o3 l owing paragraphs.
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Tho lake aoction reveals little or no magnetic relief, while, 

ovor the la?xl section, a nunber of olongatod anomalies appear to trend 

in a southeasterly to easterly direction. Outcrops along the lake shore 

indicate that thiis urna. in underlain by gneissic country rocks with a 

somewhat wore easterly trend than that indicated magnetically. This 

apparent discrepancy is oaueod by the lack of uniqueness in the contouring 

of the magnetic data, and cannot bo considered of ftny interest. Enough 

information in available to show that there is no important structural 

feature in this area.

Threo anoriulouB aonee are apiiarent ovor tho lake section, 

Zone l, cortposed of egmants 1-a, l -b and l-o, is interpreted as under 

lain by contact rocks, as previously stated. Segments 3-a, 3-b and 3-o, 

forming Zono 3, are not known geologically. However, tho spatial relations 

between Zone 3, and Zone l, are quite similar to those of Zone 2 and Zone l 

in Concession V, It is suggested thai Zone 3 raay bo the continuation 

of Zone 2 and therefore be underlain mostly by fenitio rocke. The gneissic 

country rocke can bo oxpocted to lie a short distance, or iiwnediately 

south of Zone 3* whilo the area botweon Zone 3 and Zone l is underlain 

by fenitic and/or contact rocks. Zone l±t oonr^osed of segments ^-a,and /.-b, 

is not known geologically. The position inside the contact rocks of Zone l 

would suggest that it is related to a rin^-li):o feature of tho intrusive 

rooks,

Two faults, P-2 and F-3, are interpreted to strike north-north 

easterly, on the basis of the apparent weak horizontal displacements of 

the anomalous zones. The change in tho magnetic characteristics from one 

segment to the other in oach zone, suc^eet definite but undeterwljied 

vertical displacement.
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The land section of this concession is quite different from the 

section. Coinciding with the shore, there is a drop of sorae 200 

gammas in tho peak intensity of the anomalies of Zona 1-a and Zone 3*a, 

ao.omjianiod by a general flattening and widening of the flanke. One 

quarter of a mile inland, those anomalies are not recognisable an 

separate entities but mor go into Zone 5, She maf*netio base level of 

Zone 5 decreases? gradually from about 1800 fjamms in Claim S-87031 to 

about 1600 in Claiti S-37033, whore it is ""00 to 300 garouaa higher than 

the base level of the aroa to the south. A nurabor of ;®ry local 

disturbances, usually observable on one station only, are iriposed on the 

base level of Zone 5 and on the land portion of Zone 1-a and /tone 3-a* 

One anomly, 5-a, is observed, in the east end of Zone 5| centered on 

L IJ^ K , with a ;xsak intensity of about 700 garoraas above baso level.,

The area to the south of Zone 5 contains a*number of long 

narrow anomalies quite similar to those encountered over the gneissic 

country rocks of the land portion of Concession III. An outcrop of 

gneissic country rocks on the Neraogosonda River in Claim S-91706 

confirms a sirilar cause for these linear ano-'^alies. Zone 5 is thore- 

fore expected -to bo underlain by rooks- more closely associated with 

tho alkaline intrusive, that is, by the fenitio and contact rocks o i.' 

Zone l and Zone 3*

Rough calculations have boon made to determine tho order of 

magnitude of the depth to, and maj^otic susceptibility of, some of the 

causative bodies. The results are helpful Ijn interpreting the change 

in tho majjtiotics of the lake and land portions of tho fenltic and 

contact zones. These caleolations show that an increase in depth of 

BOB© 250 foot would produce a decroaseof 260 gammas in tho peak 

intensity of anonoly 1-a. It is suggested that the steep banks of 

glacial Tutorial observe l to be POO to 250 feot higfc, provide the 

necessary change in depth to the magnetic body, to cause tho observed
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drop of 200 pfansKius of the peak intensities. Thio, then, implies a depth 

of overburden, just iiiiund, of some 500 foot.

Calculations mad o on Anozaaly 5-a indicate u depth and a suscep 

tibility in tJie order of 50 foot arid 0.004 cgs. The depth agrees quite 

well with that of tho gnoisaofs to the south. Its susceptibility is in 

the easra order of magnitude as that dotomdned for Zone 1-a (0.005) and 

for Zone 3~a (0,0024). If Anoiaoly 5-a waa produced by a hill of the same 

material as tho rest of Zone 5, it is calculated that the depth of over 

burden over Zone 5 would have to be in the order of 5^000 feet to produce 

the difference in its base level and that of the noighliouring gneisses. 

As this can hardly be expected to bo the case, it is concluded that 

Anomaly 5-a is caused by a concentration of magnetite similar to those 

producing Zone 1-a and Zone 3-a. The change in base level between Zone 5 

and the gneisses, assuming a depth of overburden of 50 feet, indicates a 

susceptibility for Zone 5* of 0.0005ogs, which would increase to 0,0008 cgs. 

if the depth were 500 feet. The following conclusions are reachedt

(1) Zone 1-a and Zone 3-a stop a short distance inland, merging 

into Zone 5, with a depth of overburden in the order of 500 feet. The 

limited extent of Anomaly 5 suggests that this ending and merging ie not 

necessarily relatod to faulting.

(2) The bedrock of Zone 5 rises from about 500 foot below land 

surface noar tho laka to about 50 feet below surface in the vicinity of 

Anorraly 5*a.

(3) A gradual decrease from west to east in the susceptibility 

of the rock (approximately from 0,0008 to 0.0005 cgs) elightly over- 

compensatQs tho effect of the gradual rise of the rook surface, The 

total effect of these variations is the gradual decrease of the base 

level of Zone 5.

(4) The local disturbances are produced by boulders or 

concentrations of magnetic material in tho deep cover of glacial detritus.
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Lake. Section. Concession V . McOee and Chewett Tyros i

The contact rooks of Zona l extend through Concession V, aa 

segnentn l*c, 1-d and 1-e. The unknown feature to which Zone k is 

attributed, is indicated by segments A-b and A-o, The separation 

between 4 -b and A*o indicates tho possible extension of fault F-3 

interpreted in Concession IV, or that of fault F-A* Fault F-A is 

suggested by the sudden widening of Zone I from l-o to 1-d. The 

large apparent horizontal dlsplaooment between 1-d and 1-e and the 

marked change in the magnetic characteristics of these segments IB 

correlated with a similar change in Lot 8 and Lot 9 of Concession VI* 

The extension southwostuard of this fault F-5 Just minnes the southern

observed extent of segment ?-a. Zone 2 is directly assooiatod with
i 

known fenitio outcrops along the shore. Its narrow width is limited

eastward by the abaenoe of magnetic anoroalles, and westward by tho 

presence of reported gneissic outcrops. The difference in the widths 

of Zone ? and Zone 3 does not deter their tentative correlation due to

their separation by fault F-5.

ftpotfon. Concession y^CJfawe^t, ...Twpjj.

The interpretation of the magnetic data, ae shown on the 

accompanying nap of thie? section, is based on extrapolation from 

geological data from Concession VI, and on additional nagnetio data 

presented on Grid Maps 15N/25E and 13V?5E attached to this report, 

Comparing the 200 foot to the inoh basic map with the AO foot to 

tho inch grid maps, it le Immediately apparent that date based on 

100-foot lines are completely Inadequate to properly define the 

intensely anomalous iione 8. This ie particularly apparent in the 

northeastern comer of olaita S-36990. A northeasterly trending 

magnetic low is indicated there, by the ?00 foot to the inoh map.
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Tho grid map, although incomplete in this area, shows that a strong 

anomaly exists right in the middle of the magnetic low, thereby proving 

the non-existence of an otherwise conspicuous magnetic feature* Because 

of the incompleteness of the detailed survey, a discussion of Zone 8 

oust perforce reraain general* It is known however, that the eastern 

part of 8-b in Concession VI, is underlain by interlayered intrusive, 

contact and fenitic rocks, tho last two being roughly equally predom 

inant over tho first. This interlayering produces parallel to sub- 

parallel magnetic trends within the zone* The abrupt ending of 

these trends in 8-b, the prenonce of a narrow area of low magnetic 

valuesi and the presence in 8-a of oagnetio trends which cannot 

be directly correlated to those of 8-b, indicate the presence of 

faulting. Since no great horizontal displacement of the zone 

itself is indicated, it is suggested that this fault F-7 produced 

mainly vertical movement.

The southern end of 8-a appears somewhat less magnetic 

although it is quite possible that other local anomalies have been 

overlooked by the wide spacing of the picket lines* ^he eastern 

limit of this zone IB located to include an outcrop napped as 

fenitic rocks,juet north of the concession line V-VI near picket 

line 124E. East of Zone 8-a, the underlying rooko are expected to 

be gneissic country rocks.

The abrupt end of Zone 8-a southward, and of Zone 6 and 

Zone 7 northward, suggest tho presence of fault F*6. The tHan- 

gular area between F-6 and Zone 6 reveals northerly trending linear 

anomalies quite similar to those underlain by gneissic country rocks 

in Concession IV. This similarity is confirmed by two outcrops of 

gneissic country rooks in tho eastern halves of olalws S-86984 and S-86988,



Tho northwenterly apnarant trend of Zono 6 and Zone 7, suggest that they 

are produced by rooks related to t^e intrusive rather than to the country 

rooks. The area between Zone 7 and Zone 6, and the aroa to the oast of 

Zons 6 to the dot-dash symbol shown on the map, show a base level 4QO to 

500 gamma higher than the base level over t e definite gneisses farther 

east. Zone 6 indicates a depth of 50 to 75 foet and a susceptibility in 

the same order as Anomaly 5 and Zone 1-a in Concession IV, The ohangp 

in btxso level could bo produced by a susceptibility contract of the 

order of 0.001 ogs. Tt is therefore suggested that Zone 5 of Concession 

IV curves sharply, or le? faulted off, to join the anomalous acne as 

indicated on the attached map. The main objection to this interpretation 

is the presence of northerly magnetic trends in that part of the suggested 

extension of Zone 5 which lies to the east of Zone 6. However, these 

trends are base*} on data which cannot bo uniquely contoured and could 

well b  changed by further detailed survey, A similar comment must be 

made about several other anomalies in the southern part of this map 

area. There is thorefore the possibility that detailed survey may 

produce data which would permit a completely different interpretation

Setloni

As explained in the interpretation of Lots 8 and 9, Concession 

V, Chewett Twp., to completely define the internal structure of Zone 8, 

a very detailed survey would be required. This has been done over only 

part of this zone, as shown on the accompanying grid maps 15N/25K, 

16N/25E, and 15N/23E.

The eastern two-thirds of Zone B*b in known to be underlain by 

interlayered intrusive, contact and fenitic rooks. The westernmost of 

these observed rocks are contact rooks, while those of the western third 

of the zonn are not known. Tho magnetic anonaly along tho western limit
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of the zone diverges somewhat from tho rent of tho tfone and is separated 

from it tiy a definite but narrow magnetically low area, A second possible 

interpretation le that, instead of belonging to Zone 8-b, this anonaly la 

a separate zone similar to Zone i* interpreted in tho lake section of 

Concession IV and Concession V, and therefor* could be related to 

intrusive rooks.

Zone 8-b is separated from Zono 8-a by fault F-7 as already 

described In the previous sub-chapter. To the north, Zone 8-b again 

end c abruptly against a northeasterly trending area of low magnetic 

values. Tnis fault is thought to be the extension of fault P-5 

interpreted in the lake section of Concession V, because it is on 

striko, with a similar trend and apparent right-hand displacement.

To the north of P-5, four distinct eonos are recognised. 

Zono 12 is fcxiown geologically to be underlain, at least in part, by 

fen!tic rooks. Its oantern limit corresponds to the geologically 

indicated contact between the fen!tlc and the gneissic country rooke.
;

Zone 12 is composed of weak anor-alies with poorly defined trends due to 

the wide spacing between picket lines. Zone 11 is formed by a complex 

anomaly which is much more intense than those of tho adjacent Zone 12* 

IMs suggests that Zone 11 is caused by rooks different from those of 

Zone 12, Since Zono 12 is known to be underlain at least in part* by 

fenltic rooks, it le logical to assume that Zone* H is related to contact 

rooks. Zone 9 and 10 are quite similar as thoy are corcpoaod of a few, 

almost circular, weak anomalies. The narro width of Zone 11 suggests 

the possibility that Zone 10 and 11, and possibly Zone 9, should have been 

combined into one zone, similar to Zone 8-b, but weaker magnetically. 

However, the possibility exists that Zone 9 ray be related to a feature 

of the intrusive rooks similar to Zone U in the lake portion of 

Concession IV and V. If this is so, it would also substantiate the



similar alternative for the vfosternmost anomaly of Zone 8-b, ae described 

in tho second paragraph of this sub-ohaptor,

Zone 1-f and 13 are separated from Zone 9, 10, 11 and 12 by the 

northeasterly striking fault P-8. Zono 13 le thought to bo similar to 

Zone 4 and related to intrusive rocks. It would be a possible extension 

of Zone 9 under tho second alternative mentioned above* The northern 

half of Zone 1-f is known geologically to be underlain by oontaot rooke 

bounded to tho south by intrusive rooks observed over a narrow section 

only. On the basis of the magnetic data it in suggested that all of 

Zone 1-f ie underlain mainly by oontaot rooke interlayered with some 

intrusive rooks*

The magnetic data from the lake section, Concession VI, 

Chewett Township vare subjected to a residual analysis as described 

in a previous report. There, a "Contact Zone" is interpreted to extend 

in an arcuate fora from Zone 1-e (Lake Section, Concession V) across 

this area. Its eastern end is on strifes with Zono l*f but does not 

quite join it, This gap is considered to be weak evidence for fault F-9 

which is substantiated to sorco degree by the remarkably straight 

line to the north,

IfoeQ TWPJ

The magnetic data of this part of the claim group show a snail
l

extent of Zone 2-a in the southwestern corner of the map* Bie rest of 

the area merely shows a marked magnetic gradient, decreasing westward, 

produced by the strong anomaly immediately to the east. Tho few 

irregularities in the otherwise sraooth gradient are ascribed to minor 

topographic features of tho rock surface.
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A crescent shaped weakly anomalous zone is labelled 2-b. 

Its outer limit on the veatern shore, is clearly marked by linear 

anomalies which are directly correlated to outorops offenitio rocks. 

The eastern part of the outer limit, and all of the inner limit, are

rather vague. They have been located on the accompanying nape to
/

include a few semi-circular and weak anomalies* Zone 2-b is suggested 

to delineate an area where fonitic rooks can be expected. The geological 

information on the eastern land section of this area substantiates this 

interpretation*

The northern limit of Zone 1-f, previously discussed, corresponds 

to tho geologically indicated contact between Vie contact rocks and the 

fenites* The anomalous area labelled Zone 15 is therefore underlain by 

the fenitic rooks mainly. Its northern limit corresponds to the fenite- 

gneiss contact as indioated by outcrops near the shore* A similar remark 

applies to Zone 12.

The northern limits of Zone 12 and Zone 13 are located by a 

change in the characteristics of the magnetic anomalies encountered in 

this area; the gneissic country rocks produce long, narrow anowalies, 

while those produced by the fenites show a tendency to be more oval or 

circular in shape.

The fact that Zone 15 cannot be divided into two zones corres 

ponding to 11 and 12 suggests the action of fault P-6, The lack of non- 

anomalous areas between Zone 1-f and Zone 15 indicates fault F-9. Both 

these faults are believed to have produced mainly vertical movement,
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At tho western shore of the lake, near the southern concession 

line, a small portion of Zone 2-b is visible, Tho northern limit of 

this zone has been shown to correspond roughly to tho contact between 

fenltio and gneissic country rooks.

Zone 14 outlines an area of closely packed linear, intense 

anomalies, their trend curving around the bulge of Zone ?*b a chert 

distance to the south. Outcrops of mafpaotio gabbroic gneisses have 

boon reported in Zone 14* The lack of connection between Zone 14 and 

Zone 2-b, suggests that these gabbroic gneisses are inherent to the 

country rock and are not related to the alkaline intrusive* The 

composition of these rooks, and their magnetic trends parallel to that 

expected of the country rook, indicate the presence of a gabbroic Bill- 

like Intrusive which was submitted to the same regional metamorphism 

which produced the gneissosity of tho country rooks.

The change in aepeot of Zone 14 over land and over lake, is 

attributed solely to the depth of tho water, Ihis view is supported by 

the lack of magnetic relief over th-"* rest of the lake section underlain 

by gneissic country rocks.

C. W. faesaler.
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The five olaiae covered in thia report, numbered M9&3, 90^90-93* 

aro located at the aouth and of ttmagofjonda take* Ihoy are oaaily aooeaaible 
froa the lake*

Ihe olainse largely OOOUR? a plateau soae 190 to 175 foot above 

the lake, the plateau ia sharply diaaeeted by atreaae flowing into tho 
lake ( The chief strewn ia the Borden River, Outcrop le fairly plentiful 
on the cleiiB group, oooupylng approximately 19 to J&OJf of the area,.

the olaifta aro situated in tho gaoleelo oountry rook to tho south 
of the NOmOROponda alkaline intrusive. Alkalic rooks (baaio dyket, carbonate 
and riebeckite) were observed on the property during reoonnaiseanoe by 
G, B. Parsons, The pretent dotailod work extended the ramber of ooourronooa 
of these alkalio typea) they oompriee approximately 2* of the outcropping 
rook,

The baaio alkalio dykae and carbonate dykot probably repreaent 
"magnetio1* ty^a developed in the ttottagoaond* alkaline iatswive whilat 
the rlebeoklte appears to be tho result of tho alteration of favourably 

gnoioa horiaona by agenta aooowpanying tho intjntaivo types*
tho carbonates ooour as narrow rusty weathering dykes, they 

are generally radioactive, varying between 30*80 Otp*s.* though 150 t*p.s* 

was recorded in one oase and Q* B* Parsons report* 700 0*p*s. on l ft* 
dolomite} this latter rook aaaayed .03 Ob^O^^ CeC^



The feature of Interest in tha el ala group la tha ooourranoa of 

radioactive carbonate dyke*, on* of which gave high Oeriua and rare earth 

values on assay. The large preponderance of gneiss on the properly indi 

cates that the claim* are not underlaid by alkaline rooks but that tha 

carbonate and other alkalic rocks originated from the alkaline intrusive 

to thfl north,

Mapping revealed eight carbonate occurrences, all of which vara 

narrow dykes. When the ateount of outcrop on the claims ie considered tha 

likelihood of numerous carbonate dykes, or a large body of carbonate seems 

remote*

The assayed carbonate was etrongly radioactive) all the other 

carbonates were comparatively weakly radioactive* It the concentration 

of cerium and rare earths is proportional to the radioactivity, value* 

in the wajority of the dykes will be low. This supposition will be tested 

by further assay.

In view of tha limited amount of carbonate and the possible low 

values of cerium and rare earths it i f. concluded that tha claims have low 

priority for retention.

Five claims, numbered 8-89632, 90690*93, are covered in this 

report. Tho claims fora part of the Borden River Hydro Reserve which 

became open for staking*

The oled too are situated at the south end of NenegoBenda Lake 

and are easily accessible \jy boat frota the Dominion Gulf base oaap on 

Ndflttgosonda Lato i tha lake is some 20 air nilas northeast of Chapleau.

The picket lines were laid out by D. Sprague, Tho base line 

v*s surveyed in from a north-sout* llne ^riJ6d off th*
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line on the late during the. winter, Hio baee lin* wae tied In at the 

end by opening up the* lino between lots 10 and 11 south of the Concession

ni/xv lin®.
A Jnagnetoaotor survey of tho olalw group wu* carried out by W* 

Gannon and f. Deacon, The present investigation was carried out by A* 

Stucken and A, K. fleroplej assietod by P, Carr, O, Kllaeon and A* Harrl.

olaita group 1ft sltuotod at the south ftnd of Nerogosenda 

oou.iitry rieos ateoply froa the lake to a plateau *l*vstod 150*175 

above lake level j 1?5 foot oltffa ooour In tli© northwo&t of the ol&itoa 

fronting . the lako. The plateau IB very iteeply dlessotod by ntreawe flow 

ing Into tha 3ake, Ttoe chief etrca* la tto Borden Rltar vhioh fall* 75 

foot- In alnost oontlnuoua rapids throu^i the olalw group.

Outcrop le plentiful on thoclai* 0roup, occupying approximately 

m to ?0^ of the total w© a.

Shft high ground le oovorod by poplar and balsam windfall with 

sow* maple and poatterixl plrxs, spruce and birch* Cedar with scattered 

epruo© and ban. saw occupies the low ground,

Tiio clrdjBP are situated In the gneissic country rook 

the }^if*egosonda alkfeline intrusive,

In roconnaieBfinco work along the Borden River O, E* Pareons noted 

radioactive carbonate* riebeckite* and alkalic dykes. M a reeult tho pres 

ent detailed Mapping was carried out*
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(a) Country Jtookj 957 of the outcrop on the olaiia group le gneissic 

country rock. The predominant rook type le hornblende v?*' plagioclase gnoittfi 

with winor garnetiferous hornblende plagioclase gneiss and quart?, hornblende 

gneiss, these types are cut by intrusive quartB-feldspar-blotlto stringers 

and segregation pegmatites. The average radioactivity was 20 e . p, e*

(b) Bafllo al leal lo dyke*) d*nse, fine gained i roae&ive, black 

alkalic dykoe up to 6 feot in width intrude the gneiee. Small clots of 

pink orthoclase* feldspar ir*y be present in tho dykes, T)*o dyke rooks are 

weakly r&cUoaotive, ttwruginfj 30 c.ptS., with a Baxiwuia reading of 45 c*p.a.

(o) Carbonate dykcej Ei^t ooeurrenoeB of narrow rusty v/eathwing 

carbonate dykos woro mapped, The carbonate varias from brow grejiultr 

dolomite to a white, partially reddened, calcite, Both cal cite and dolomite 

Veins out tho basic alkalic dyke at 23* 50 W. on the base line| the dolondte 

appeare to be later than cnloite*

•Hio carbonate is radioactive, the maximum radioactivity observed 

in tbo pi'eeent investigation wae 150 o, p, a. on a reddened calcite win with 

jalnor fluor! to, whilst the regaining occurrences vary fron 30 to 60 o*p,e* 

0. K. PwBons reports 700 o, p, s. on a l foot dolomite dyke (Q. P. 85) | 

tho location of this dyke was covered with water during tho present inves 

tigation.

(d) Kiebeoklte rook| several occurrences of riebeckite wero noted 

chief of which IB a MO foot long, lotifjo ehfipod, maos, of tawdwum width 

30 feet, situated between lines J*0 and 2^ at approxltafttely 650 S* fh* 

rook etvjkos parallel to the gneise, and exhibits soiw lineation mrkad 

by biotite oeasnfl and oooaelonial tjuartR eeaMS* Hie rook IB blue in colour* 

y lo vory low (10 o. p, e.)- At tho oontaot with country rookj 

gneiss, le a 6 inch wide rusty tone oowposed of
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recognizable gneiss in vhioh blue riebeckite le developing at the **pen*e 

of tho hornblende of the gneiss,

Minor riebeckite le developed in coarse quart* feldspar-biotlte 

gneiss at the oontaot of a basic dyke at 2^50 W. on the base line, The 

most advanced stage in the riebeckite development le a rook oonposed of 

riebeckite with Inclusion* of red orthoclase feldspar, rennant* of orig 

inal gneiss. Minor green aegirine is associated with the development of 

the riebeckite*

(e) Alkalic boulder*) Several juvite boulder* were encountered 

alone the ridge at the north of the claim group, to !*iao 20 W, , 80 feet 

north of the base line, tvo boulder* of malignite were foundf the rook 

consists of ooarae grainod aegerino and orthoclase with visible pyrochlore 

and gives 300 o, p. s. on tho scintillometer. Prospecting with eointilloraater 

was carried out over the ridge to the north of the boulder but no other 

boulders, or outcrop, of the malignite were found.

The principal strike of the gneiau 10 within a few degrees of 

oast^wost and tho dominant dip le to the north* Minor fluctuation* in 

the strike arc due to local folds and contortion* in the gnei*** The 

principal joint direction of the gneiss le ullghtly west of north*, with 

a subordinate direction east of north*

Both tho basic alkalic dykee and carbonate veins vary in strike, 

following either the strike or principal joint direction of the gneiss or 

cross-cutting tho gnolsa and striking in a northoasterly direction*

Ihe riebeckite rock strikes parallel to the gneiss*

The alkalic rook types on tho property include the basic dyke*, 

carbonates and riebeckite rock. The carbonates and basio dykes are def -



inlto Intrusive types follcwing elwilar fltaructural features but apparently 

the carbonate was lator than the basic dytoe, Tho riebeckite rook it not 

intrusive it str.lkee parallel to the country rook and a transitional 

development of riebeckite in tho country rook way be observed, Riebeok* 

ite is developed at tho margin of ono baeio dyke*

It ie suggested that the ba0io dykes and carbonates represent 

"aanttstiO* typoe developed in the Nwsesoeeiida alkaline complex Whilst the 

riebeckite le a ra md t of the alteration of favourable gneiss 

(probably quarte rioh) by amenta accompanying toe intrusive types*

A sptsoision (O.J*. 65) of dolomite oollocted by 0. K. 

frow tho Borden River etoowod the follovin^ eend^quontitatlvd 0poott-o** 

graphic an&lyeie ronultei

Cb205 .03 

OoDg Jy*M , 5*558 

I^O-j TIi .05*. 5^

A sample of this rock givec 60 o *p*ft ( on tVie eclntllloiaeteri 

whilst O, E, Parsons rojjorte rowlinge of up to "TOO c. p, a. on the out*- 

crop*

Several other carbonate dykes of weaker radioactivity occur on 

tho property. It le to be expootod that these would carry low ceriua and 

rare earth values .

GEOPHYSICS

A ground mgnotomoter survey showed local magnetic hlghfl vhlch 

generally trend parallel to the etrike of the gneisses and nay be corre 

lated with local magnetic horiaonn in the gneiss or with magnetic basic 

dykee (ae Speoltoon SOB^Att*-?!).

A* K* Tenple
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l* Doninlon Oidf Company Map * Detailed Gftology, Chewett 

River J^nflro Reserve * Scale l" * 200f *

2, Sample Rooord Shoot*
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SUMKATOT

This report covers ten claims, S-88754-55, S-90677-80, S-90684-7, 

located in lots 11 and 12, Concessions I and II Collins Township, part of 

the Chewett I property of Dominion Gulf Company.

The claim group is situated on the northwest shore of Lake 

Nemegosenda, some 16 air miles northeast of Chapleau.

Geological mapping shows the centre of the group to be occupied 

by a gneissic gabbro Intrusive with quartz-feldspar and hornblende gneisses. 

The rocks strike east-north-east. Considerable metasomatic activity around 

the gabbro margin, but particularly at the south contact, has resulted 

in a complex including ultra-fenites, rheomorphics, breccia rock, and 

pyroxenites. The metasomatic rocks are related to the Chewett I alkaline 

intrusive but represent a local hif#i metasomatic grade when compared 

with alkaline fenites on the same strike outcropping to the southj this 

high metasomatic grade is considered to be due to build up of meta- 

soraatising solutions behind the structural and compositional barrier 

presented by the gneissic gabbro.

RlJiCOMMKNPATIONS

Geological interpretation of the claim group suggests a build 

up of metasomatieing solutions on the south side of a gneissic gabbro. 

Scintillometer readings show highest radioactivity on the south side of 

the gneissic gabbro. Two grab samples taken near the south margin of the 

gabbro assayed CoOg with rare earth, thorium and uranium, but no colum- 

bium values. It is considered that the gneissic gabbro would also act



as a barrier to the Ce etc. bearing solutions which naiy normally largely 

dissipate themselves in the country rock. Columbium most probably would 

not have reached the distance from the alkaline centre.

The margins, particularly the southern margin, of the gneissic 

gabbro are considered a probable trap for Ce and rare earth mineralization. 

Additional grab samples will be assayed and the results taken into consider 

ation when available.

It is recommended that the claims bo held and that reconnaissance 

geology coverage be given to the claim west of S-90684.

INTRODUCTION

^'
The area covered in this report comprises n^ne claims in Con 

cession II, Collins Township, numbered S-90684-7, S-90677-80, and two 

claims, S-8875/4, 55, in Concession I, Collins Township.

The claim group is situated on the northwest segment of I,ake 

Nemegofienda and is accessible by boat from the Dominion Gulf Company 

base camp on Lake Nemegosenda. Lake Nemegosenda is some sixteen air 

miles northeast of Chapleau.

No work had been done on the claim group prior to staking by

Dominion Gulf Company.

The Concession I-II line was re-opened in early 1956 by A. 

Lonergan, O.L.S. The present picket line system was laid out by D. 

Sprague and tied in to his survey of the Lake.
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The present Investigation wes carried oat by A* K. Teaple 

A. Stuoken aeeleted by ?4 Carr. 0*8, Parsons and niftoellfineoutt Gulf 

personnel prospooted ovor the

The olain group is situated on the north vest shore of Lato

The ground rises stdoply from the lake to a plateau dinaocted 

by cirewflfldratnJLng Into Vio lake* The predotdnant vegetation in poplar 

with some apruco.

Outcrop ooouplea approximately ^( of the area of the olaitt 

group) in most oaoo* atrlpplxig van neoesjiury to determine the ohattotor 

of the outcropping rook*

Bouldera are numerous throu^iout the olala group and include 

type* both outcropping in the elates and foreign to the olaltna. two north 

to northeast trending boulder ridges ooour in the west of the olain group*

The olain group ie situated on the northwest flank of the 

Chewett I alkaline area* the outcropping rooks Inolud* little to unalterod 

country rook together with a complex of netasottatlo types related to the 

alkaline intrusive*

(a) Country Rook
(i) Qnelsaesi Quartz ftldapar+biotito, and plagioolaee-hornblendo 

gnelesop outcrop in the e aa t, north and vest of the olala group, the 
rooks are frequently well llneatod, though strong contortions tend to 
give erroneous strikes mid dips* In general the rooks strike east-north

east*



(li) Gnelaeto gabbro} ttdii rook ie composed of plagioclase and pyrox 

ene in equal amounts and represente a gabbroic body intruded into original 

country rook before gneissosity VAS iwpoeed, Ibe rook is gneissic, but 

haa a clotty appearance. Magnetite in tho roek Kay be partly replaced by 

horoetlto. flic rook oooupies the oentre of the olain group*

(b) Books Delated to the Alkaline intrusive

(i) Ultra-fenitej a ooarae grained, well lineated gneissic roek ootu- 

posed of fresh orthoclase, pyroxene! biotite and minor nepheline* The
•^

rook occurs on the south margin of the gneissic gabbro*

(ii) Rlieottorphioi orthoclase rich types vith local development of 

igneous texture* These rooks oeour on the east* south and west sides of 

the gabbro intrusive but attain their imxinun development on the south| 

partloularly veil exjxjsed veet of t 23 B. On the vest aide of the out* 

orop vest of L 28 E a ooarso grained igneous textured rook ia developed 

vith orthoclase phenooryats up to 3 inches long and abundant nepheline* 

This rook passes east Into an orthoelase rich type vith a breooiated 

appearance due to olots of pyroxene enclosed in the orthoclase* A 

transition into the ultra-fanlte rook type is indicated*

(iii) Pyroxenite} ft ooarse grained rook oompoaed of dark green pyrox 

ene vith ninor apatite* oarbonate, biotite and Magnetite. Thl0 rook 10 

very ooBwon, occurring ae a joint filling in almost all the outcrops on 

the claim group* the greatest volume observed vat* on the south aide of 

the gabbro nase* the reactions of this rook vith above described types 

are of a similar character as pyroxenite veins cutting both gneissic 

gabbro and ultra*f*nite having a selvage of fine grained pyroxene and 

rod nepheline* In the oore of the gabbroid gneiss the feldspars in 

to the pyroxenite veins are altered to green epidote*



5.
(lv) Breccia of gneiesio gabbro in melteigite (fine grained pyroxene 

and red nepheline with cone biotite.) this rook varies in character Iron 

early recognisable gabbroic fragments in melteigite to epidotieed frag** 

monte in foeltelglte to a final "ghost like* breccia of rounded nepheline 

rich areas in the nelteigite* the rook is common on the south aargln of 

the gneissic gabbro*

(v) Breccia of ultra-fenlte In melteigite (fine grained pyroxene and 

red nepheline with gone biotite.) the rook occurs on the south side of 

the gabbro Intrusive. Tbo rook varies from early recognisable ultra* 

fenite in inelteigite to a nase of orthoclase crystals in the melteigite*

(vi) Qrthocleje-nepholine-nlnor pyroxene and biotite dyke* 

Two cases were noted of joint fillings of orthoolafte*aepheline rock In 

both gneissic gabbro and ultra-fenite. Tho rook nay be related to the 

rheomorphic orthocl&se-rioh type*

(vll) Carbonate dyke; a narrow rusty weathering 6*rbonat6 dyke VM 

noted cutting qunt-te feldspar gneiss in the north-east of the claim group, 

flifc carbonate is probably ankeritic) patches of purple fluorite were 

Scattered through the carbonate*

l (vlll) Basic alkalic dykej two outorops of fine grained, dense, black
t
j alkalic dykes were recorded in the northwest of the property.

It was found difficult to get reliable dlpg and utritoe on the 

exposed rook, either beoauee of contortion or limited area of lineated

rook. However, the general etrik* through the claim group appeare to be
\\ 

ea8t*nortVeaet. the gneieeee appear to dip generally southward 0 but

dlpe on tho other rock typea were variable*

\ A general eapt-north*oaat strike confers* with the position of
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the rocks in the alkaline ooaplex* 

(b) 1)6wlppiaant of the Braoplas

Nuweroup example* (eg. 50* V of I 8 E 0 6+50 M) demonstrate that 

the development of breooiaa In this claim group 10 related to jointing* 

tineated breccia fragments oan be a*en to poscsea original lineation^ 

direction indicating that the frogteeate have not suffered any woveaent,
The dominant joint directions ara 35(f and 60*. Material passing 

along joints attacked the country rook and the raring degrees of absorption 

are reflected in the varying types of br+ooiasi the range of ftbraooi** 

would strictly include everything fron joint filling to founded brewla 

fragment**.

Ho force or movement beyond that naoaaaary for the formation 

of a normal joint pattern ie envieogod in the production of breccial 

rather the breccia nay be considered of mtaaoaatid origin*

jflHffiSaBS DF y^rrIfOQIf8 IfKlJiJp^j ^ft ^ jfrXtiftlft JCyHlBSM

Prior to tho alkaline intrusive the rocks in the olaiw group 

consisted of gneiesio gabbro and other gneisses* The poatulated orlgtRal 

oont&ot of these rooks is chown on the attached nap*

It it considered that iwtaeorextlc alteration of the nomal gneiss 

has given rise to tho ultra*fonite8| where as the gneissic gabbro euffered 

relatively little alteration* The locus of intense metasomatism va* the 

gabbro contact, particularly that facing the alkaline intrusive centre* 

the ohannela followed by uetasoaatifing solutions are considered to have 

boon the joint directions* the intensity of the jointing influencing the 

Mtaaotaatio grade.

The courao of tdetasonatian in the original gneiss way have foil* 

owed the following pattarnt*

(l) dominant addition of KgO, ehown by growth of orthoclase porphy
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roblaote in gnelflfiio types* this would give ripe to the ultra-fenlte 

type and in extreme conditions to the rheomorphic*.

(2) tftoveraont of the pyroxene constituent together with extraction 

of SiOg allowing crystallisation of nepheline* Thie phase result* In 

the breccia type roote* Again in extreme oonditiona a resultant oHho* 

olaee-nephollne rook way appear as igneous textured rheomorphic, separ 

ated frow its original pyroxanltio phase*

In the gneissic gabbro Betasajaatlsin may have followed a vitdlar 

source* Addition of eono KjO le reflected in blotlte-rloh phaaes* The 

original plagioclase lost NajO and SiOg allowing epidote to oryetalllfcei 

the latt-er mineral later loaing it* identity in probably giving up CftO 

to allow formation of apatite and carbonate.

Thus the mtaeoMatien way have been affected Dwrely by the intro 

duction of eone K^O with 00^ and PgOj and all the rocks present, except 

unaltered country rook, bo wetaeoaatlo type**

In the regional picture the ultra and rheomorphic fenltee of 

the clalw group present a local discrepancy in netaaomatio grudei which 

at thin point should be in the eyenitio fenite grade. It 10 considered 

that the local high metasomatic grade is due to build up of netasonatlolng 

agents behind the structural and compositional barrier presented by the 

gneissic gabbro.

Beml-tjuentitaUve Bpootographio analyses were laafle of two rocki( 

ftpfttite-oetrbonate-pyroxenlte (?TVO) and orthoolase nepheline dyke (2791)*
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Both rooks showed Ifi OeO? and other values of Interest vara aa follovg| ;

2790 2791 f

*Q4 .02 ]

n. .02 j 
*6 .8 i

IftjOj .5 .5 , 'JV
i' \

Ho ObpOj was detected, In outcrop,2790 gave 30 o,p,e. end 2791 

gave 120 o,p.B 4 vith aointilloneter, Further sampling is planned, /,

l \
(a) Sointillomfttari tht n&Jority of the outoropa war* examined vith 

the aointillotteter and eeverAl ganaralie&tiona nay be drawn as follova|

(1) the general l*v*l of radioaotivity ia highest on the olai* 

group on the aouth margin of the gabbro.

(2) it is possible to distinguish netaaonatio rooka of gftbbrolo 

origin fron thoad of gneissic origin M gabbroic types generally run 16*22 

o.p.e,^ and the ultra*fenites 28-40 c.p.o.

(3) the tmaltarad country rook ia lover in radioactivity than 

the metasomatic typeo*

(b) Magnetonoter Surv&yj ground maenotomater survey ahova a general 

high area in the centra of the olaiH group whloh my be oorreleted with 

the gneissic,'gabbro* Local hi^ha auperiupoaed on the general high nay 

probably be due to tho mgnetite-rioh pyroxenite (of mtaaotnatio origin.)



(1) I'ond.nl on Gulf Company Detailed Geology, Chewett l , C oil In B 

Concession It* Seal* l" a 200'*

(?) Rook Spoolwen Reowd
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SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS

The claim block consists of Lots 8 and 9, Concession V, 

Chewett Township, so&e 16 air miles northeast of tho Town of Chapleau, 

which is on the CPR Transcontinental lino.

Geological mapping by the writer and party during the 

suBimer months of 1955 located only four outcrops* These, however, 

revealed that the contact zone between alkaline intrusive* and quartz- 

biotite gneisses exists on the group. This contact zone is known to 

carry columbiuw, rare earth minerals, uranium and thorium , as in the 

area to the north of this claim block. A scintillometer was carried 

during the capping, but no anomalous areas were located. The lack of 

radioactive anomalies is likely due to excess overburden.

Ground Magnetics indicate the contact zone passes through 

the group, the detailed interpretation of which will be dealt with 

in the report on this work.

The value of the claims will be Indicated largely by work 

in the outcrop area irawediately to the north and/or by diamond drilling .

RECOMMENDATIONS

Further surface investigation will likely yield very lillie
^

additional information.

Diamond drilling will have to be resorted to to get the 

final answer. Magnetics will likely give the only clues as to the 

location of the favourable contact zone.

INTRODUCTION

Chewett I, Concession V, Lots 6 and 9, makes up a claim block 

of 16 claims (85646*4? incl., and 66961-94 incl.). The area is some
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18 air miles northeast of the Town of Chapleau, which i s on the C PR 
Transcontinental line, aud sowo two miles no&h of Bigelow Umber 

Camp roads. No previous work has been done in the are*. The pres 

ent investigation includes geological mapping, line cutting, chain 

ing, dip needle survey, scintillometer survey, ground magnetometer 

survey and topographical mapping. Personnel chiefly consisted of 

K. Sargent end It. Savage, who covered all mapping, scintillometer 
and dip needle work, while O. Eliasofi, W. 3 . Cannon and F. Faulkner 

cut lines.

TOPOGRAPHY

Drainage is relatively poor in the area, the southern 

portion being cut by an east to west running * toe am, in which ara two 

beaver dams, at least one of which is still active. The relief is 

low, with some rolling hills. However, most of the area is flat. 

Vegetation offers the typical northland types, poplar, birch, cedar 

and spruce appear to be most prevalent. There are occasional swamps.
Four areas of outcrop were found. Mapping of boulders 

was done in hope of leading to some clue to help in the geology. 

There seeius to bo a general scattering of quartz-biotlte gneiss 
boulders and gabbro boulders in like amounts. One area was noted 

to have an abundance of pulaskite (Agb) boulders; this grouping is 
suspected to be due to frost heaving, and therefore the concentration 
of boulders was mapped as probable outcrop.

GEOLOGY

Table of Formations 

Pulaskite 

Quartz-biotite gneiss.
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description of Formation*

Pour outcrops were found, all ot which were badly broken
i

up, probably by frost heaving. 

Quartz-biotite Gneiss

This rock type outcrops on the eastern edge of the 
property. Two outcrops of this type were found:

1) The northern outcrop - L22N, 23E, 2/50N. This type 
appears to have a strike of 400E, dip 400S. The fresh surface has 
a llneated grey appearance; occasionally uetacrysts of hornblende 

or pyroxene are found fairly well developed and elongated in direc 
tion of giieis&sity. Mineral constituents are:

Quartz 25^ Biotite 16ft

Orthoclase UOft Pyroxenes C?) 10*
Plagioclase 2056

2) The southern outcrop ~ L12N, 22E, 1/OON. This outcrop 

is so badly broken that strike and dip were not attempted.

The fresh surface of this rock type has an overall dark 

lineated appearance. Biotite and dark minerals do not appear at 

uniformly distributed as in the northern outcrop of this gneissic 

typo, but rather occur in elongated clots running parallel to 

elongated light coloured quartz-feldspar clots. 
Pulaskite

This rock type outcrops in the northwestern corner of the 
property. Two outcrops of this type were found:

1) One outcrop is located at L86E, 25, l/SOW; on the fresh 

surface the outcrop has a flesh-coloured to pink appearance speckled 

with dark crystals. The rock type is medium to coarse grained and 

massive. Mineral constituents are:
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Orthoclase 60-65?*

Aegirine 15ft

Nepheline 0-6&

2) The second pulaskite outcrop occurs slightly to the 

west of the property, L26W, DON, I/SOW, and has the sane character 

istics as the number (1) pulaskite outcrop, except for the addition 

of some fluorite which is purple and, with uaxinuu size l sin., it 

makes up less than -05& of the rock.

SCINTILLOMETER SURVEY

Readings up to 40 c/s were recorded during line traversing. 

Such low readings are probably due to excessive overburden* One 

known boulder of red fenite gave readings up to 150 c/s. This boulder 

was located in a mixed boulder bed, located at 16/50N, 23W, as shown 

on the accompanying map.

What is believed to be outcrop occurring on patented ground 

to the west of the property, L26W, 1TN, 5/SOtf, was recorded to have 

100 c/s in the area; the outcrop may be malignite. Since the outcrop 

was out of the property, further investigation was not carried out on 

It (see Specimen 200-KS-19).

K. A. Sargent
KAS:bh
Duplicate - Mr. Wyckoff

ATTACHMENTS

1. DGC Map - Geology - Chewett I, Lots 669, Con. V - 410/14N - 
Ontario ~ Scale l" - 200* ~ August 9, 1955, September 6,

2. DGC Sample Record Sheet.
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1.
INTRODUCTION

A ground magnetometer survey was carried out over the 

lake portion (24 claims) of Dominion Gulf Company's Chewett I 

property in March and April, 1955. An Askania vertical magnetic 

balance was used, with a sensitivity of roughly 20 gammas per scale 

division. Stations were read, generally, at 50 ft. intervals on 

lines 400 ft. apart. In the vicinity of the anomalies additional 

lines were surveyed 200 ft. apart. In the extreme southern portion 

some stations were placed at 100 ft. intervals. A total of 3062

stations were read over 166,650feet gf^picket-line,. The magnetic
— - " 3 1'56 n/i-fs 

data were reduced and plotted in the field. They were checked

and re-plotted in the Company's Toronto office.

Interpretation was carried out in stages from May 1955 

through January 1956. A preliminary interpretation was made of the 

basic data in May 1955. Residual calculations and interpretation 

were made in October, November and December, 1955. A final 

interpretation was made in January 1956.

The results of this survey and the interpretation 

thereof are contained in this report and on the accompanying map.

Three different grids were employed in the analyses of 

the magnetic data. The first had a radius of 200 ft., the second 

a radius of 283 ft., and the third a radius of 447 ft. A line 

residual using a spacing of 400 ft. was computed for the south 

western block, the lines being taken in an east-west,direction, at 

right angles to the regional strike. A line graphical residual was 

calculated for one profile, and found to correspond roughly with the
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otheApethods. Further calculations by this method were curtailed 

due to the lack of magnetic control at right angles to strike in 

this section.

Finally an attempt was made to match the magnetic anomaly 

on Tie Line 26+OOS. A fair match was obtained, suggesting a body 

lying at a depth of about 200 ft. t having a width of 1400 ft., and 

a susceptibility of 0.0044 c.g.s. units (2 ̂  contained magnetite^.

SUMMARY

Three grid residuals, one line grid residual and one line 

graphical residual, have been calculated for portions of the 

Chewett I claim group underlying Nemegosenda Lake. The pictures 

obtained are essentially the same and tend to eliminate the larger 

magnetic masses, and amplify the smaller anomalies which may be due 

to jacupirangite. It is believed that the residual data are 

sufficiently precise to permit diamond drilling of the more promising 

locations as soon as ice conditions permit. A depth estimate of 

the southwestern anomaly zone suggests that the depth to the contact 

zone is about 200 ft. subsurface, while the zone itself is about 

1400 ft. wide. It is believed that over all the average magnetite 

content is about 236, the susceptibility being in the order of 

0.0044 c.g.s. units.



INTERPRETATION

Section A - Line Residual, Line Graphical Residual, 
_______Curve Matching——.————..——..—-————m——

An attempt was made to calculate a magnetic anomaly to 

match that measured on Tie Line 26+OOS near its western end. A 

reasonable match was obtained using a body striking north 450East, 

dipping vertically, having a width of 1400 ft., and lying 200 ft. 

below the plane of measurement. Possibly a better fit would have 

been obtained with a body dipping slightly southeasterly. In any 

event, two residual anomalies remain, one near the peak of the 

anomaly, and one on the western flank.

The measured anomaly was then examined and a graphical 

residual calculated. The smooth nature of the measured anomaly 

suggested that only one anomaly was superimposed upon the major 

feature, and after removing the major anomaly, the residual appeared 

as a symmetrical anomaly having a width of about 300 ft.

The grid line residual was calculated by selecting a 

centre point and subtracting from it the average of the values 

400 ft. immediately east and west of the point. This scheme tends 

to amplify features trending northerly, at right angles to the line 

of profile. Since the residual data apply to the east-west profile 

only, profiles of the residuals thus calculated were plotted at 

200 ft. intervals. The profiles thus obtained were compared from 

line to line, and an attempt at correlation was made.

The geological interpretation made as a result of the 

processes described in this section is thought to add very little 

to the interpretation made from areal residuals. This process and 

the interpretation made from it are discussed in Section B below.
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- Grid Residuals

Three grid residuals were calculated using radii of 

200 ft., 283 ft., and 447 ft. For the first two calculations, 

four stations were averaged and the average subtracted from the 

centre point. In the last calculation, eight stations were used 

to obtain the average.

Comparison of the three maps showed that as the grid 

radius was increased the size of the residual anomaly increased 

and there was a smoothing out of minor irregularities.

The same interpretation is shown by the three calculations. 

It was arrived at by simultaneously studying the three sets of 

residual data and the basic data. Two types of lines are shown. 

The dot-dash-dot line is a rough average of the zero-contour lines of 

each residual plot. The dashed line traces the approximate locus 

of the inflection points of the residual anomalies. In the few 

cases where discrepancies were encountered from one plot to another, 

the largest possible area was enclosed by the dashed line, which 

then usually corresponded to the locus of inflection points of the 

larger grid.

It is immediately evident on the ground magnetometer 

survey map that the zero-contour lines of the residual outline 

quite closely the whole of the anomalous zone. This is as would be 

expected as the grids used are relatively small compared to the 

dimensions of the anomalous zone. In the centre of the southern 

lake anomaly, a completely closed zero-contour line is produced by 

the great width of the main anomaly, and its assumed flat peak.

Only seven residual anomalies are considered to be 

definitely significant. These are numbered,- R-l, R-6, and
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R-7 omZhe northern anomaly, and R-15, R-17, R-18, and R-20 on the 

southern anomaly. Five other anomalies,- AR-11, AR-12, AR-13, 

AR-14, and AR-16, are interpreted to be composed partly of residual 

effects of the main anomaly, and partly to true residual anomalies. 

This is based on the sharpness of the peaks of the magnetic data 

associated with these residual anomalies. These peaks are too sharp 

to be part of the main anomaly over such a wide body. This was seen 

especially in the attempt at curve-matching mentioned in Section A 

of this report. The other anomalies,- A-2, A-3, A-4, A-5, 

A-8, A-9, A-10, and A-19 are so situated that they could be 

caused solely by the shape of the main anomaly, and there is no 

indication whatsoever to the contrary.

In the following detailed discussion of the individual 

residual anomaly, certain terms will be used and should be clarified. 

An "apparent residual anomaly", is a residual anomaly produced by 

the shape of the main magnetic anomaly, and implies no change in 

susceptibility or geometry of the main causative body. A "true 

residual anomaly", is that caused by a secondary magnetic anomaly 

imposed on the main anomaly, and, therefore, implies a secondary 

causative body. The secondary causative body may be formed by an 

increase in susceptibility over a small volume of the main causative 

body. The location of these is the purpose of this residual 

analysis, as the mineralisation in this property is sometimes 

associated with a concentration of magnetite. However, the 

secondary body may also be formed by a submerged hill of the same 

material as the main body, without any change in susceptibility.

At the present time, there is no practical way in which the two
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possibilities can be immediately investigated by means of the 

available data. The only feasible way would be by lake bottom 

sounding, if the unconsolidated lake sediments are not too thick. 
R-l;

Weak residual anomaly seen on the 200 ft. and 283 ft. grids. 

Its intensity of 20 gammas or less suggests the possibility that 

it represents an area of concentrated error in the original survey. 

If not so, it is a true residual anomaly. 
A-2;

Apparent residual anomaly produced by the curved change 

in trend of the anomaly flank from W to SSW. No indication is 

found that it is in part composed of a true residual. 
A-3:

Apparent residual anomaly produced by the curved change 

in trend of the anomaly flank from SSW to ENE. No indication is 

found that it is in part composed of a true residual. 

A—4 and A-5:

Apparent residual anomalies produced by the peak of the 

main anomaly, and its single curved eastern end. No indication 

is found that they are composed in part of true residual anomalies. 

R-6:

True residual anomaly trending N-S, with a relatively weak 

intensity (20 to 40 gammas) increasing with grid size. The trend, 

almost at right angles to the main zone, suggests that it is 

independent of it. It may, therefore, be due to lake bottom 

topography, a weakly magnetic dyke-like feature, or weak alteration 

along a fault or shear-zone.
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True residual anomaly, with intensity of 35 to 80gammas 

increasing with grid size. It may be the only clearly indicated 

magnetic concentration in the northern lake anomaly, although the 

possibility of a lake bottom topographical effect cannot be denied. 

Its apparent northeasterly trend suggests also the possibility that 

it is the continuation of the feature indicated by R-6. 

A-8 :

Apparent residual anomaly produced by the eastern end of 

the northern lake anomaly. 

A-9:

Apparent residual anomaly due to northeastern extension of 

Southern lake anomaly. This residual anomaly increases greatly 

with grid radius and its zero-contour lines are well out from the 

inflection point locus of main anomaly, thereby suggesting that the 

grid radius is approaching the minimum radius which would repeat 

the basic anomaly. 

A-10:

Apparent residual anomaly produced by the curved change in 

trend from N-S to E -W, of the steep flank of the main anomaly. 

A-10 is expected to extend eastward and southward t but with 

diminishing intensity, because of the large width to depth ratio of 

main body. 

AH- l l and AR-12:

Residual anomalies composed in part of a true, and of an 

apparent, residual anomaly. As stated in the last paragraph, 

AR-11 and AR-12 are composed of the weaker extension of A-10. As 

both AR-11 and AR-12 show a greater intensity than A-10, the 

difference must be a minimum true residual at these localities.

L
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AR-14:

Residual anomalies composed in part of a true, and of an 

apparent, residual anomaly. The presence of apparent residual 

anomalies here is based on two considerations: firstly, an 

apparent residual is expected due to the large width to depth ratio 

of main body, and secondly, such a body, if homogeneous, could not 

produce the sharp peaks in the magnetic data associated with AR-13 

and AR-14. 

R-15:

True residual anomaly located inside the border apparent 

residuals. Its small extent suggests that it has reached its 

maximum intensity and extent. The secondary causative body is not 

greater than the dashed outline of R-15. 

AR-16:

Considerations of the sharpness of the peak in the basic 

magnetic data, plus the width to depth ratio of main body, strongly 

suggest that AR-16 is partly composed of a true, and of an apparent, 

residual anomaly. 

R-17:

True residual anomaly located outside the outline of the 

main causative body. Its small extent suggests that it has reached 

its maximum intensity and extent. The data outline this anomaly 

very poorly, and it is thought that the dashed outline of R-17 

indicates the maximum possible extent of the causative body. 

R-18:

Small true residual anomaly located on the flank of A-19. 

These anomalies are separated because of the different ways in which 

they react to an increase in grid radius, A-19 increasing more
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than R-18. This would be expected of two true anomalies 

of different size. 

A-19 :

Apparent residual anomaly produced by the sharp curvatures 

at the southern end of the main anomaly. 

R-20:

Largest true residual anomaly observed. It is situated 

outside the main body. Strictly speaking, the limits of the 

causative body are somewhere inside the dot-dashed line. They could 

be inside the dashed line. However, from the evidence of the 447 ft. 

grid calculation, it appears that the causative body is fairly well 

outlined by the dashed-line of R-20.

In broad terms, the following general picture is obtained. 

A wide contact zone surrounds the syenitic intrusive. This zone 

shows concentrations of magnetite over fairly large areas, but they 

are discontinuous. Two such areas are evidenced by the northern and 

southern lake anomalies. Certain formations contain patches of 

greater concentration of magnetite as evidenced by the true residual 

anomalies if they are not caused by lake bottom topography. These 

show a weak tendency to form trends at least in the southern lake 

anomaly, as evidenced by AR-13, AR-14, and R-18, forming one trend, 

and possibly a second by AR-11, R-15, and AR-16. No trends could 

be detected in the northern lake anomaly.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Some internal detail has been brought out in the 

southern anomaly, but very little, or none, in the northern one. 

It is recommended that complete sections be drilled through both 

zones in their widest part. One section should be located through 

A-2, in a SSE direction, and the other through R-17, in a NW 

direction. The limits of the sections to be drilled are indicated 

by the dot-dashed line.

J. H. Ratcliffe 
C. W. Faessler.

Attachment:

Dominion Gulf Company map - Ground Magnetometer 

Survey, Chewett I; Water Portion, 

Concession VI, showing Residual Analysis 

Interpretation; 41 0/14N, Ontario. 

Scale l" - 200'. February 16, 1956.
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zone labelled 2-b in 
accompanying report.
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Lines on which basic data was interpolated 

Residual zero-contour line which outlines mam anomalous body 

Locus of residual inflexion points which outlines approximate 

limits of secondary anomalous body

Numbered "Apparent" residual anomaly
i 

Numbered " True ' residual anomaly

Numbered residual anomaly composed in port of " True " 

and Apparent " residual anomalies
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L e a e n d

A ALKALINE IKTRUSIVES

Al SOVITES (intrusi/e type)
carbonates

c.
A2 LEUpCRATIC ALKALINE ROCKS - less than 30& 

'ferrojuagnesions
A2a Juvite - nepheline - rich syenite 
A2b Pulaskite - orthoclase - rich syenite,

10-30^o f erro.'uugnesians
A2c Foyaite - 1/3 orthoclase or soda plagioclase

1/3 nepheline, 1/3 ferrornagnesians

A3 MESOCRATIC ALKALINE ROCKS - SO-75% Ferromagnesians 
A3a .Malignite
A3

A4 MELAfOCRATIC ALKALINE ROCKS - more than
75^ ferromagnesian; biotitite ( pyroxenite

A5 JACUPIRANGITES (intrusive type) - apatite, 
biotite r, pyroxene ^ magnetite.

C COf TACT ZOMC

^tiCj^JOr-^OVS^ ^ REPLACEMENT ROCKS (igneous- 
like t'extifreT"

c\ J AC^PIJ'ANGITF; (replacement type) - apatite, 
biotite , . pyroxene , magnetite.

^2. SOVITK (replacement type) - carbonates 

C3 B IOTITE-OP Tf OCLASE PEGMATITE

egerite'JELTEIGITE - nepheline

MALIGMTE - orthoclase and uegerite

ACID RI i;OMOKP? ICS - orthoclase-rich, 
puli.iskitic , f oy ait ic

ei COI-:'j'ACT ICi.EOUS BRECCIA rheomorphic 
fenite fragments in an igneous base

IDIOMORPHIC BRECCIA fenite fragments 
in a rheomorphic fenite base

SOVITE 3RECCIA fenite fragments in 
a carbonate base

JACUPIRANGITE ;.;RKCCIA ~ fenite fragments 
in a jacupirangite base

•nOTlTE-OKTi.OCLASE PEGMATITE [JRECCIA - 
fenite fragments in biotite orthoclase 
pegma tite

Above type with red f el spat hized fragments

LLTRA-FEr:iTF.S (inner fenite -one; line.'ted)

UF| PYROXEMTIC (MAFIC) FEMTE (calcic-iron zone) 
pyroxene riel!, magnetite) , .iinor r ed hydrated 
felspar, melanite, wollastonite, quite radioactive

UFZ II TKFMEDIATE FEf.ITE -
above type with more than 15Vo red hydrated 
felspars

PVRO\Kf IT 1C (MAFIC) FEMTE - pyroxene-rich,' 
no or insignificant magnetite and red hydrated 
felspar , weakly radioactive, soda-orthoclase 
!ue tacrys bs

H-CLASSIFIED ULTRA FEMTES 

Fragmental Types

alteration superimposed on above types as shown 
by d i.,(* on a l lines - red for potassic, brown for 
sodic, purple for jacupirangitic and grey for 
carbonates.

F FLMTKS a GNEISSES (outer fenite :'.one - l located or gneissic)

Mjr FI ALKALIC FEr^ITES - lineated, nepheline-be^ring, 
minerals of gneisses completely destroyed

Fla PORPHYRITIC FEMTE - transparent soda-orthoclase

Fib DARK ALKALIC FEMTE - rich in ferromagnesian 

Flc FED ALKALIC FEMTE - brick red rock

F2 SYfiraTIC FENITES - ^;ei?aic, r.o quar t/. r augite 
iiietacrystfi s red hydrated felspars

F2a base all red or pink hydrated felspars 

F2b base w/lth " " ( l u " 

F3 Fer IT 1C GNEISSES AKI) GNEISSES

F3a augite metacrysts f minor quart/

F3b no or very few aegerite-augite metacrysts but 
definite sodic alteration

F3c gneisses little or unaffected by alkalic 
metasoif.atism

hills

topographical boundaries

shrub it tag alder areas

-L spruce ft balsam

i. cedar

i spruce ft cedar

spruce S tamarack

poplar ^ birch

mixed bush

boulders

outcrops

geological boundaries

--- axii of linear magnetic zones

faults

rock specimen numbers

21 3Z assay numbers

scintillometer counts per second

Q lot post

,9 o survey station

o- D. D. H.

wet tag alder area

4- wet spruce area

etc.

jtt

saif' r. m Jill. 11,
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Outline of anomalous zone , labelled 

8b in accompany ing re port.
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Outline of anomalous zone
abelted 8-b in accompanying
report. -

n4erpreted fault.
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